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MESSAGE FROM 
THE PRESIDENT 
by Charles Stegeman 

I T 1s WITH GREAT PLEASURE that I introduce AVISTA 

FORUM'S new Editorial Board: Michael T. Davis, 
Editor-in-Chief; Article Review Editors Pamela 

0. Long (technology and science) and Carl F. Barnes, 
Jr. (an and architecture); George Ovitt, Notes and 
Queries Editor; Carol L. Neu an de Vegvar, News, 
Papers, and Activities Editor. t e look forward to their 
inspired and capable leadership of AVISTA FORUM. 

I would also like to use this opportunity to thank 
Pamela Long on behalf of the entire membership for her 
superb work in editing the first four issues by herself. In 
spite of the gargantuan proportions of the task Pam was 
able to guide this newsletter from its fledgling first issue 
to the mature level of content we have grown to value. 
Pam has fortunately overseen this present issue to 
ensure continuity and to give Michael Davis an interim 
period for defining his aspirations for the newsletter in 
a harmonious manner. 

We need to do one more thing besides wish the 
Editorial Board well. We must participate in Avista's 
Forum. The numerous messages of appreciation for the 
newsletter's quality, and the interest that its rubrics and 
contributions have stirred in our readers, speak clearly 
to its perceived vitality. But we need more members to 
Participate actively by contributing to the newsletter. 
Remember that AVISTA FORUM is an informal forum. It 
would accept but does not expect finished articles. 
Sometimes a paragraph is enough to stir interest and 
Provoke a response. Only if the majority of our mem- 
bership is active in this manner will we have fulfilled 
Our promise. 

There is no doubt in my mind that this goal is 
eminently attainable, as there is no doubt in my mind 
that it is eminently desirable to attain this goal. If we all 
contribute something regularly albeit not in every issue, 
we will, besides living up to our potential, be assisting 
our Editorial Board in their pursuit of excellence. So 

continued on page 3 
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1 Call For Papers 
Officers: 1 AVlSTA Sessions at Kalamazoo, 3-6 May 1990 

President: Charles Stegeman 
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Transportation as Depicted in Medieval 
Art and Literature 

25th International Congress on Medieval Studies 
The Medieval Institute, 

Western Michigan University, 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 

Barbara M. Kreutz, Chair 

Possible sub-topics: 
1) The credibility of artistic depictions 
2) Transport-logistics in military and naval 

campaigns: the interpretation of chronicle 
evidence 

3) Frequent flyers: miraculous journeys or the 
translatio of holy relics 

4) Travel on the pilgrimage routes 
5) Delivering the goods: merchants & 

merchandise 

Talks are limited to 20 minutes. Send one-page ab- 
stracts, indicating your audio-visual needs, by Sep- 
tember 15,1989, to Dr. Barbara M. Kreutz, 238 North 
Ithan Avenue, Villanova, PA 19085 (USA). Tel. (215) 
527-2564. 9 
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MESSAGE FROM 
THE PRESIDENT 
cot~rinuedfrom page 1 

please send brief reviews of articles which caught your 
to either Pamela Long or to Carl Barnes; send 

Notes to published queries or send a query of your own 
to George Ovitt; send a news item from your special- 
ized field to Carol Neuman de Vegvar if you feel that 
it may be of interest to a wider public. In this way AVISTA 

FORUM will certainly grow as a vital and cross-discipli- 
nary instrument in our constant search for broader 
insights. 

A final request: we still need more members to 
offset the steadily increasing costs of publishing AVISTA 

FORUM. Without asking you to invest much time in a 
recruiting effort, it might be a minor effort for you to 
ask the library of your institution to subscribe. I 
suspect that a request to the acquisition librarian when 
you are next in the library would suffice. Keep it in 
mind. It will make a big difference at this end. 

May I end by thanking the Editorial Board members 
for having accepted to serve and by thanking you, the 
members, for contributing to AVISTA FORUM. AVISTA has 
survived its beginnings well. We are entering a period 
of growth towards a rich maturity. 9 

Program, AVISTA Sessions, 
Kalamazoo, 4-7 May, 1989 

VillQrd de Honnecourt: the Artist and His 
Drawings 

24th International Congress on Medieval Studies 
The Medieval Institute, 

Western Michigan University, 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 

Carl F. Barnes, Jr., Chairman 

Session I 

Roland Bechmann 
(Architect and Historian, Paris, France) 
lnterpre'tation desfigures de 'li ars de iometrie' du 
manuscrit de Villard de Honnecourt 

Mark H. Infusino 
(School of Medicine, U.C.L.A., California) 
Plastic and Scientific Anatomy in the Portfolio of 
Villard de Honnecourt 

George Szabo 
(Director, Place des Antiquaires, New York, NY) 
Villard de Honnecourt and Medieval Bronzes 

Session I1 

Rebecca Price-Wilkin 
(U. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan) 
Villard de Honnecourt's Use of Templates in his 
Drawings 

Thomas J. Primeau 
(U. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan) 
Undressing Villard: Costumes in the Drawings of 
Villard de Honnecourt as a Means of Understanding 
his Iconography 

Comments on Papcs 

Michael Davis, 
Editor of AVISTA FORUM, Department of Art, Mount 
Holyoke College, South Hadley, Massachusetts 

Abstracts will be printed in the Spring '89 issue 
(Vo1.3, No. 2). 9 
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Notes and Queries 
This section is designed to encourage the exchange of 
information and ideas among readers of AVISTA FORUM. 

Each query is assigned a number keyed to an issue of 
the FORUM. The notes printed here are replies to 
specific queries and are numbered accordingly. Of 
course, many queries could be answered by more than 
one respondent; therefore, we welcome responses to 
queries in any issue, as well as on-going correspon- 
dence regarding issues raised in these pages. Please 
forward your notes and queries to George Ovitt, Dept. 
of Humanities, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA 
19104. 

QUERIES 

Q-1 (3.1): Francis A. Reilly of Morrisville, Pennsyl- 
vania is currently conducting research into the con- 
struction and heraldic decoration of the medieval 
knight's shield. Any direction a reader might be able 
to provide would be greatly appreciated. 

NOTES 

Note to Q-1 (1.2): From Barbara M. Kreutz: I would 
like to raisqa further question in connection with 
medieval kingh riding or not riding in wheeled vehicles 
[Marjorie Boyer, AVISTA FORUM 1.2, et seq.]. Since, as 
we always say, "it is not my field," my question may 
seem shockingly naive to art historians. Yet surely 
AVISTA must allow for naive questions, if we are all to 
venture into the interdisciplinary waters! 

So-is it permissible today to speculate that medie- 
val Biblical depictions (stained glass, capitals, etc.) 
often reflected Biblical scenes as presented in medie- 
val mystery plays and/or the processions which 
formed part of them? This was the theory of Oskar 
Hagen, one of the eminent emigre art historians of the 
generation before World War 11; in the early 1950s, 
Hagen was still expounding this theory, brilliantly and 
persuasively, in an annual course on medieval art and 
stage design. 

Obviously the Hagen theory would suggest that 
medieval depictions of kings riding in wheeled ve- 
hicles indicated neither everyday reality nor perspica- 
cious historicity but rather-simply-familiarity with 
chariot or pageant-wagon-borne player-kings-very 

likely the only kings most artist-craftsmen would hav 
seen. 

Comments, please, from art historians. 

Note to the above: One objection to the Hagen theory 
is that the plays of the vernacular mystery cycles-ihe 
Corpus Christi plays-date from the fourteenth cen- 
tury, and this makes it unlikely that they were an 
important influence on either the subject matter or 
style of medieval art. Indeed, the opposite thesis has 
been argued: that the plays were influenced by the 
visual arts. A more likely supposition is that both the 1 
figurative arts and the Corpus Christi plays used * 

subject matter and modes of treatment that drew upon 
a common exegetical tradition. Hence the striking 
similarity of subject matter and, what is more signifi- 
cant, of treatment in the visual arts, vernacular and 
Latin drama, sermons, and non-dramatic literature 
(e.g. the Northern Passion). Of course, this comment 
does not address Professor Kreutz's specific question 
about kings in carts. --Ed. 

Note to Q-1 (2.2): Elizabeth Bennett of Pottstown, 
Pennsylvania writes: I think that the book for which 
Maurice J. Merrick is looking is probably Lost Coun- 
try Life, by Dorothy Hartley (New York: Pantheon 
Books, 1979), which I have most often found useful as 
a guide to the agricultural activities in late medieval 
calendar miniatures. While Ms. Hartley writes for a 
popular audience, her work is well grounded' in a 
careful study of both texts and illuminations. (She is 
also the editor of a multi-volume series of books, 
intended for classroom use, on everyday life in the 
middle ages, and of a book on medieval costume.) 
Whether or not Lost Country Life is the book Mr. 
Memck remembers, it is entertaining and informative, 
especially to those of us who do not keep sheep and 
raise grain for a living. *:* 

Re views of Articles 
The purpose of this section is to encourage comment 
and create active dialogue on essays and articles. 
Hundreds of scholarly journals review books. Few, if 
any, review articles. These reviews will bring signifi- 
cant shorter studies from various disciplines to the 
attention of AVISTA FORUM readers. The editors urge 
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r e a d e ~ . ~  to contribute reviews of articles published in 
literature and in collective works. Readers, 

including authors of reviewed works, are encouraged 
to comment on the reviews. 

Wheels in History 
by Marjorie N. Boyer, Emerita, 
York College - CUNY 

William H. McNeill, The Eccentricity of Wheels, or 
Eurasian Transportation in Historical Perspective, 
American Historical Review 92 (1987): 11 1 1-26. 

M CNEILL IS A GENERALIST in an age of specialists. In 
The Eccentricity of Wheels he is trying to correct 

the myopia of those historians who concentrate on a 
particular region or period in the hope of achieving 
unimpeachable accuracy. Here he reminds us that our 
contemporary view of the preeminence of wheels 
developed over the centuries in Europe and denigrates 
the historical importanceof pack animals and of water- 
borne traffic. In the steppe and desert lands of central 
Asia and North ~frica. caravans were still the me- 
dominant form of transportation into the nineteenth 
century. This is the more remarkable because wheeled 
vehicles in Mesopotamia goback to about 3000 B.C., 
and towards the beginning ohhe  second millennium 
there were notable technological improvements in 
wheeled vehicles-the invention of the spoked wheel 
and the use of horses for traction. By about 1800 B.C. 
the new chariot was the latest word in technology and 
militarily irresistible. The use of wheeled vehicles 
over long distances and on a large scale, both for travel 
and transport, was introduced by the Romans. Their 
roads are still famous. However, in North Africa and 
the Near East they became obsolete by about 300 A.D. 
Camels do not need roads. Improvement in camel 
saddles and breeding meant that caravans were a 
cheaper form of transportation than carts or wagons- 
always provided that the drivers had access to free 
grazing and free caravanserais for rest and lodging. 
These last reauirements meant that caravans were 
unsuited to areas of intensive farming, and in any case 
they could not .compete with ocean-going ships. 

If specialists tend to distort history by failing to see 
the whole picture, generalists have their own prob- 
lems, such as specifying to what regions and areas their 
sweeping statements apply. ~ c ~ e i l l  has not entirely 
escaped the pitfalls awaiting generalists. For example, 

in attempting to account for the superiority of Euro- 
pean vessels and seamanship in the sixteenth century 
he states that "northwestern Europe abutted on one of 
the stormiest and most tide-beset seascapes of the 
earth, so that navigators who had mastered the art of 
sailing on the North Atlantic and its adjacent waters 
had little to fear elsewhere." (p.1112) This remark 
does not seem to account for the prominence of Ital- 
ians, e. g. Columbus, in exploration to the West or of 
the Portuguese to the East. 

Similarly, McNeill has exaggerated the importance 
of the location of the rivers of Europe without consid- 
ering their individual characteristics. Due to limita- 
tions of space I should prefer to concentrate on the 
rivers of France, a topic I have investigated in some 
detail. (See my Roads and Rivers; Their Use and 
Disuse in Late Medieval France, Medievalia et Hu- 
manistica 13 (1960): 68-80.) Twenty centuries ago 
Strabo, writing of Gaul, mentioned "the harmonious 
arrangement of the country with reference, not only to 
the rivers but also to the sea ....[ and] the fact that the 
necessities of life are with ease interchanged by every 
one with every one else." Perhaps Strabo was looking 
at a map. He (like McNeill) had insufficiently consid- 
ered the problems in individual cases of an adequate 
flow of water, the rapidity of the current, the mainte- 
nance of towpaths, or the presence of obstructions. For 
example, the Garonne suffered from catastrophic 
floods which altered the banks and washed out tow- 
paths. The Rhone was so difficult of ascent that Strabo 
admitted that some carriers preferred to avoid the river, 
"since it is easier to go by land." The Loire had the 
unique advantage that its current was so slow that boats 
could ascend it under sail, something they were still 
doing in the nineteenth century. However, the flow 
was extremely variable. In the summer at Orleans in 
the fifteenth century boatmen were unemployed due to 
a dearth of water in the river. The Aude and the Rhone 
were unsuited to navigation at their mouths due to 
silting up of the channel. The Seine had a steady flow 
of water, and ocean-going vessels were still suffi- 
ciently small in the sixteenth century so that Rouen 
was a port city. What drove goods off the Seine near 
Paris in the late Middle Ages was the monopoly of the 
Hanse. In the late Middle Ages one of the most 
important causes for the preference for moving goods 
by land rather than by water was tolls. Vehicular 
traffic was cheaper. If transportation at this time 
mostly moved by land, travelers almost never took 
boats, unless the trip was between points on the Loire 
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or downstream from Lyons to Avignon. Partly this 
seems to have been that itineraries rarely coincided 
with the course of rivers and partly a question of 
logistics, that is, if a party were already supplied with 
horses and baggage wagons or carts, it would have 
been an extra expense to have rented boats also. It may 
be pointed out, too, that many a French town in the 
Middle Ages was prosperous because located at a road 
junction, and of the four towns in which the fairs of 
Champagne were held only one was located on a 
navigable river and that was suitable only for small 
boats. 

In this thought-provoking essay McNeill has 
brought to our attention the varied history of transpor- 
tation over the regions of the globe and down through 
the centuries, and if he has not had space or perhaps 
inclination to explore fully the infinite variety avail- 
able, he has nevertheless performed a valuable service 
and broadened our views. 

Medieval Misogyny 
by Constance H. Berman, History Department, 
University of Iowa 

R. Howard Bloch, Medieval Misogyny, Representa- 
tions 20 (Fall 1987): 1-24. 

F OR THO& OF US TEACHING COURSES on medieval 
women or attempting to incorporate women into 

our medieval courses, the distinction between histori- 
cal reality and literature is crucial. Obviously, one 
does not incorporate real women into a course on 
history by having students read The Wife of Bath's 
Tale, although until recently I have heard that strategy 
advocated. 

Except in the vaguest general sense, Chaucer is a 
more apt witness to men's or a specific man's attitude 
about women (or even to misogyny) than is he a 
witness to real women's lives. Except for the actual 
women writers of the middle ages and those women 
whose biographers despite being male, were really 
faithful to their subjects, women are better seen 
through the indirect evidence of their activities, in 
accounts, in foundation charters for their convents, in 
their wills and by their seals. Even in these cases they 
are often seen not directly, but through a veil. In 
medieval literature perhaps the thickest veil through 
which one attempts to see women is that of the literary 
topic and as R. Howard Bloch points out in his article 
Medieval Misogyny, in Representations 20, a special 

issue on Misogyny, Misandry, and Misanthropy, ed; 
ited by R. Howard Bloch and Frances Ferguson, the 
literary topic of misogyny is a particularly opaque veiI, 

In Medieval Misogyny although Bloch has paid l i p  
service to avoidance of the primary pitfall of regarding 
misogyny as representative of the actual world, his 
treatment is nonetheless disappointing because he has 
not here given us aroad mapofmisog~nist ideas which 
would help us to sort out misogynous from genuineIy 
descriptive elements in medieval works. Historians 
will find his lack of chronological rigor, geographical 
delineation. and all-inclusiveness somewhat mud- 
dling, for he jumps from Jean de Meung, to Genesis, to 
Tertullian and company, and back to Andreas Capel- 
lanus and Walter Map. Although he goes on tantaliz- 
ing excursions by listing the questions that need to be 
asked about the relationship between male and female 
writers and their respective male and female subjects, 
1 find that Bloch is having his cake and eating it too: he , 
has taken on a trendy women's studies topic without ' 
really having to do the hard work of teasing out the 
history of women from sources biased against that 
study, and without really placing writing about them in 
its historical context. 

Misogyny is presented as a topic so pervasive and 
unchanging in medieval and all literature as to defy any 
chronological approach, and although mentioning the 
problem, he doesn't go far towards resolving the 
difficulty of how to talk about misogyny without 
believing what it says. He concludes by suggesting 
that the woman portrayed by the misogynist writer is 
analogous to the elusiveness of text or writer of text, 
but what is hard to discern here is where Bloch's own 
notions end and those of medieval writers begin- 
indeed, he has himself presented apaper as inconstant, 
as inconsistent, as confusing, and as ephemeral as what 
he contends is, the medieval misogynist's woman. Is 
that elusiveness of his text unintentional? Although 
one gets a good taste of medieval misogyny here, one 
can hope that a larger study will be more clear. 

lslamic Mathematics and Science: A Comment on 
Two Recent Articles 
by George Saliba, Department of Middle East 
Languages and Cultures, Columbia University 

Jens Heyrup, The Formation of Islamic Mathematics: 
Sources and Conditions, Science in Context 1.2 
(1987): 289-329. 
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~milie Savage-Smith, Gleaningsfrom an Arabist's 
workshop: Current Trends in the Study of Medieval 
lslarnic Science and Medicine, Isis 79 (1988): 246- 
66. 

T o REVIEW THESE ARTICLES PROPERLY, one would 
have to devote considerable space and expend 

p a t  effort. One would have to go back to the basics 
to make some of the points that ought to be made in a 
proper review to the extent that I don't think a journal 
review would suffice. 

Instead, 1 thought it might be interesting to share 
with AVISTA readers some of the concerns and reflec- 
tions generated by such articles. The questions that 
came to my mind while reading these articles are 
mainly methodological, and in general deal with the 
status of Islamic science, as part of (?) the general 
enterprise of history of science. Why is it so easy to 
become an "expert" in Islamic science, as the authors 
of these articles must surely think of themselves? Why 
do these authors undertake to write these articles? Do 
they think that the people whose works they plan to 
review, or whose works they plan to synthesize, rein- 
terpret, put in "social context" or the like, are so lazy 
that they don't do it themselves, and thus need some- 
one to do it for them? Or do they think that there is a 
whole g rov  of historians of Islamic science who do 
not care aboht the social setting of their science, so that 
they spend their lives studying the texts, while they 
intentionally leave the interpretation, the synthesis, the 
determination of trends, and the placement in social 
setting to someone else? 

As I read these articles, I kept thinking of the old 
adage that ignorance is bliss. In this case, I must say 
that a little knowledge is much more dangerous than 
ignorance, for it apparently emboldens someone to 
undertake the writing of such an article without any 
fear of consequences or retribution. This situation 
does not usually arise in a well established field, where 
'the perimeters of the field are understood, and where 
the difficulties of the problems in the field are com- 
monly appreciated by those working in the field itself 
as well as by those working in allied fields. Such 
articles, to my mind, are a reflection of the hazardous 
status of Islamic science. They simply mean that there 
are editors out there who accept such articles for 
publication, but would not, for example, do so in 
regard to Renaissance science, or to Greek science. 
Such a state of affairs means that the field of Islamic 
science has not yet been taken seriously, and has not 

yet been integrated into the general history of science. 
It also means that we are doing very poorly in the field 
of Medieval and Renaissance science if we still think 
that we can go on with these disciplines without having 
to take Islamic science into account. 

When I recruit students for Islamic science, I nor- 
mally expect the students to have had a good ground- 
ing in some scientific discipline-for my area mathe- 
matics is the inevitable discipline-and a firm knowl- 
edge of Arabic-usually at the native level. The 
choice of Arabic is simply dictated by the extraordi- 
narily large number of medieval Islamic scientific 
texts written in Arabic. If students can also acquire 
other Islamic languages such as Persian, Turkish, 
Urdu, etc., all the better; otherwise a native knowledge 
of Arabic is the bare minimum. I say the bare mini- 
mum, simply because medieval scientific Arabic re- 
quires even native Arabs to exert an effort to specialize 
in it, and they cannot assume that their knowledge of 
Classical Arabic or Modem Standard Arabic is in 
general sufficient. Knowing that, you can imagine my 
reaction to someone such as H#yrup who honestly 
admits that he is "not a specialist in Islamic mathemat- 
ics," that his "knowledge of Arabic is restricted to 
some elements of basic grammar and the ability to use 
a dictionary ...," and that "the only Semitic language 
[he knows] is the simple Babylonian of mathematical 
texts," and yet claims to draw a "synthetic picture as it 
suggests itself to a neighbor looking into the garden of 
Islam." The beauty of the metaphor notwithstanding, 
the analogy does not always work. In this instance, I 
dare say that the garden of Islamic science is well 
beyond the reach of those who are still tangled in the 
rose bush at the fence. 

The second problem that came to mind as I was 
reading these articles has to do with the sincere desire 
of editors to offer their readership some information 
about the status of a field, which I have a sneaky 
suspicion, they take to be slightly exotic, and thus 
worthy of only cursory attention. Otherwise, I cannot 
explain the need to publish "synthetic" review articles 
similar to the two mentioned here, or similar to the 
more serious ones mentioned by Savage-Smith. Is the 
intention of publishing such articles simply to shortcut 
the painful process of acquisition of serious inforrna- 
tion about Islamic science, or the need to share exotica 
with readers, or simply to quench the thirst for more 
information about a crucially important field by redu- 
cing the information about it to second and third tier 
references, not to say simplistic generalizations and 
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cliches? I do not think thatthese are the motivations of 
the editors, but I suspect that some truth lies in that 
direction. The attitude, I am afraid, is not too different 
from the one implied in the question often heard at the 
end of each public lecture on Islamic science: "Why 
did Islamic science decline?" The terminology of such 
a question already implies a scale of success, implies 
an outsider's view, and conceals a desire to affirm that 
it did decline. For those working inside the field, the 
problem of rise and decline, development and sources, 
is as difficult to answer as it is for their colleagues 
working in Medieval or Renaissance science whostill 
cannot answer "Why in Europe." The difference is that 
editors and the public audience do not ask the second 
question, simply because they know better, and they 
know the level of difficulties involved in the answer. 
But in the case of Islamic science, the attempt is to 
approach it as one approaches a tree that had roots- 
hence the emphasis on the sources-which grew for a 
while, and then unexplainably withered away. 

The whole issue of roots and sources is really an 
outsider's issue. It is only raised when one looks at the 
history of science as a series of Olympic runners 
relaying a torch from Mount Olympus to the final 
destination of the game. Had we thought of early Arab 
scientists as researchers who needed, for their own 
research purposes, some information available only in 
the Greek sources-and thus caused the information to 
be made available to them in their native language- 

) we would not have thought of that exercise as anything 
unusual requiring an archaeological approach to the 
problem of sources. When we undertake similar 
activities by requesting Russian scientific texts to be 
translated into English, we do not then call these texts 
"the sources" of English or western science. From the 
scanty information we can gather from the translators 
of early Islam, we can equally tell that most transla- 
tions were done by and for professional scientists 
working in the field, thus performing functions similar 
to those of their modem counterparts. 

My gripe is not that Islamic science has not been 
taken seriously by students of Medieval or Renais- 
sance science; I am not blaming them for considering 
Islamic science as a subsidiary of ancient Westem 
science. Rather, the problem is that those who do 
Medieval and Renaissance science without a firm 
knowledge of Arabic science are not doing serious 
Medieval and Renaissance science. Islamic science is 
not to be studiedonly for its own sake, but it should be 
studied in order to better understand Medieval and 

Renaissance science. Medieval and Renaissance sci- 
entists did not hesitate to study Arabic science, or 
cause to have the relevant material translated into 
Latin. So why should the modem students of those 
scientists refrain from doing so? 1 

To bring these informal reflections to a close, I only 
wish to add that as much as we would like to have all 
the issues raised by these articles answered, we neither 
as yet have the necessary information, the manpower, 
and the financial resources to devote lifetimes to 
research these issues, nor do we have the ancillary 
fields required for these answers well covered by our 
colleagues working in Islamic political, social and 
economic history-to give only these three examples 
and not to complicate the picture by adding religious 
and legal history. 

The moral of the story-to quote the title of 
H@yrupls chapter XVII-is that there is no royal road 
to Islamic science. There are no shortcuts, and there is 
no substitute for reading, understanding, and discuss- 
ing the texts which were themselves the original object 
of the study. We should not yet be side-tracked into 
answering questions of such great importance, as at- 
tractive as these questions may be, when we are abso- 
lutely certain that for those working with primary 
manuscripts every folio may reveal a real surprise and 
thus may radically change our perception of the impor- 
tance and the role of Islamic science. Who would have 
thought before the 1960s that the study of Islamic 
astronomy would shed light on the problems formu- 
lated by Copernican astronomy? Lastly, I can only 
admire those who have the chutzpa to raise these 
questions, especially when they don't have the tools to 
answer them, for I do admire courage even when it is 
foolish. 

Military Acculturation: A Comment 
by Bert S. Hall, Institute for History and Philosophy 
of Science and Technology, University of Toronto 

Stephen Christensen, European-Ottoman Military 
Acculturation in the Late Middle Ages, in: War and 
Peace in the Middle Ages, ed. Brian Patrick McGuire 
(Copenhagen: C.A. Reitzels Forlag, 1987). 

T HERE CAN BE FEW AREAS of history in which technol- 
ogy is thought to play a more deterministic role 

than in military history. We normally view armed 
conflict between states as a Darwinian process in 
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which technological change plays a role similar to 
mutations" in nature, confemng a "selec- 

tive advantage" onto whichever side is quickest to 
adopting the change. But just as old-fashioned Dar- 
winism has given way to new modes of thought about 
evolution, so too have our views of military history 
begun to broaden. In particular, it is important to break 
away from this grimly necessitarian view of 
technology's role; we need to find room in our inter- 
pretive schemata for the role cultural choices play in 
the adoption and adaptation of military techniques. 

In August 1985 the University of Copenhagen held 
a conference on War and Peace in the Middle Ages, 
the papers from which have now been published under 
the editorship of Brian Patrick McGuire. One of these, 
Stephen Christensen's European-Ottoman Military 
Acculturation in the Late Middle Ages, takes some 
preliminary steps towards these goals. Christensen's 
term, "acculturation," is meant to comprehend the 
process whereby Christian and Turk learned from each 
other in their long and deadly struggle. He looks at the 
Ottoman-Christian boundary in the 14th-16th centu- 
ries as a permeable membrane through which weap- 
ons, organizational patterns, and tactics could diffuse 
in both directions. Christensen looks specifically at 1) 
European Gunrunners and the Diffusion of Western 
Artillery; 2) Ottoman Assimilation of Western Artil- 
lery; and 3) "Turkish" soldiers and Ottoman Military 
Principles among Christians. 

Christensen's first two categories can be examined 
as one. It has long been known that the Ottomans 
became acquainted with artillery from Western 
sources sometime in the fourteenth century. As Mus- 
lims, the Ottomans lacked one key element in the 
background of gun-founding, i.e. long experience in 
casting large bells. Thus they were assumed to be 
unusually dependent on foreign experts to manufac- 
ture first-rate artillery. Christensen analyzes several 
categories of such experts (gunrunners, captives, 
Christian subjects of the sultan, and Jews, especially 
Marranos expelled from Spain in 1492). To this list he 
ought to have added the ~ o r i s c o s ,  one of whom, Ra'is 
Ibrahim b. Ahmed al-Andalusi, wrote an artillery 
manual (see David James in Bulletin of the School of 
Oriental and African Studies 41 (1978): 237-57.) 
Christensen concludes that the role of foreigners has 
probably been over-estimated in the growth of Otto- 
man artillery capabilities. 

Ottoman artillery has been a concern of several 
scholars. christensen's historiographic treatment of 

the literature summarizes an argument that began with 
David Ayalon's Gunpowder and Firearms in the 
Mamluk Kingdom in the 1950s, advanced through 
Carlo Cipolla's Guns, Sails and Empires in the 
1960s, and was substantially modified by J.F. 
Guilmartin's Gunpowder andGalleys in the 1970s. 
The Ottomans were once considered to have failed to 
keep pace with the best of Western practice in artillery, 
largely because they persisted in casting large-bore 
cannon designed to hurl stone a trend 
which caused Cipolla to accuse them of an irrational 
obsession with leviathan weapons. Christensen draws 
on Guilmartin's study to show that, although they did 
retain the seemingly old-fashioned type of large-bore 
pedrero, the Ottomans were also able to produce 
European style cannons and culverins, and that they 
used these in an effective siege train. 

Christensen's third category concentrates on the 
stradiots, irregular light cavalry that came to be em- 
ployed by Western European h i e s  in the late fif- 
teenth and sixteenth centuries. Originally from Alba- 
nia, these troops fought with equipment and tactics that 
were practically indistinguishable from Turkish light 
cavalry. What flaws Christensen's analysis here is his 

I failure to recognize how poorly the stradiots (or 
Croatians as they are sometimes called) were inte- 
grated into Western European military practice. They 
remained auxiliary troops, useful for scouting and 

1 skirmishes, but rarely employed at the centre of fight- 
ing. When Westerners themselves began to develop 
light cavalry-beginning with the German Reiters in 

I the mid-sixteenth century-this was a response to 
1 battlefield conditions that involved greatly increased 

infantry troop concentrations and the proliferation of 
I small arms. The Western light cavalry were equipped 

differently and fought differently than the stradiots. 
If it was a canard to accuse the Ottomans of techno- . , logical backwardness regarding siege artillery, there 

was nevertheless an essential problem for the Ottoman 
Empire in the adoption of gunpowder: its failure to , evolve effective combined unit (infantry and cavalry) 
tactics that would stand the test against Christian 
(usually Habsburg) forces in the field. There was a 
general reluctance regarding firearms characteristic of 
all Ottoman timarli (feudatories), whatever their rank 
or method of fighting. The several types of Ottoman 
cavalry were reluctant to adopt any weapons that 
would restrict the horseman's traditional mobility. 
Although the Turks were able to occupy Hungary in 
1526, in 1529 the Ottoman advance stalled before the 
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walls of Vienna. This failure was attributed by Turkish 
contemporaries to Western superiority in firearms, 
especially small arms. It provoked, in 1531 under 
Sultan Siileyman I, a reorganization designed to in- 
crease the numbers of Janissaries skilled in the use of 
the tiifeng or Turkish arquebus and to enhance the 
production of such weapons. The Sipahi (Ottoman 
cavalry), crack units, as well as the less well-trained 
battalions, were unmoved by such reformism, and the 
failure to adapt cavalry to a battlefield dominated by 
firearms constitutes, in the view of an acute student of 
the subject, one of the principal reasons for the persis- 
tent "decline" of the Ottoman Empire. Indeed, the 
pressures to recruit soldiers competent in small arms 
(tiifeng-endaz) were so strong that Istanbul began to 
employ a system of military contractors (boliik basi) 
not unlike the condotierri of Renaissance Italy to raise 
companies of small arms specialists. These sekban 
were sometimes foot, sometimes horse soldiers (the 
latter using a special short-barreled wheel-lock arque- 
bus called the tezaruolo), but they were of different 
social origins than the customary Ottoman provincial 
troops, the "feudal" timarli, and they proved difficult 
tocontrol when not actually on campaign. The tension 
between Istanbul's reliance on these new troops for its 
military needs and its desire to suppress their disor- 
derly tendencies is reminiscent of the problems Euro- 
pean monarchs faced during the fifteenth century, and 
it proved a source of recurrent rebellions in the Otto- 
man realm in the seventeenth century. 

What is significant, by contrast, is how Western 
cavalry was able to adapt to firearms. We usually refer 
to this process by such romantic terms as "the decline 
of chivalry" or "the end of knighthood," but it was in 
fact a successful transition from heavy cavalry using 
the lance as its principal weapon to lighter cavalry 
using the pistol and sabre. The Ottoman case throws 
into sharp relief just how significant the West's "mili- 
tary acculturation" proved to be. Conservative aristo- 
crats might grumble about the shift from lance to sabre 
and pistol, but in the end, the West made the transition 
through a new technology into new tactics without 
experiencing fatal strains in the internal political order. 
The Ottomans were not so felicitous. The different 
historical fates that awaited the Ottoman Empire and 
the Absolutist nation-states of Europe is in part the 
result of this difference in acculturation. 

The Social Functions of Late Medieval Anatomy 
by Pamela 0 .  Long, Washington, D.C. 

Giovanna Ferrari, Public Anatomy Lessons and the 
Carnival: The Anatomy Theatre of Bologna, Past and 
Present 1 17 (November 1987): 50- 106. 

T HIS ARTICLE ELABORATES in great detail the social 
and political context of early modem Bolognese 

anatomy. In Bologna, public anatomy lessons were 
held at carnival time. Their function, Ferrari argues, 
was neither a theoretical anatomy lesson, nor dissec- : 
tions performed by a teacher for his students' instruc- 
tion, but was instead a complex ceremony with politi- 
cal and social functions. The lessons were public, 
attended by the most eminent public and ecclesiastical 
officials as well as masked carnival participants, ordi- 
nary commoners, and students. The body was system- 
atically discussed and demonstrated in 16-30 lessons 
while masses were said in a nearby chapel for the souls 
of those dissected. 

Ferrari suggests that at the beginning of the seven- 
teenth century anatomy changed, and at that point "it 
seemed to compensate the scholars in symbolic terms 
for theirreal loss ofpower." She distinguishes the final 
period of Bolognese anatomy in which it played the 
most prominent civic and university role, as beginning 
with the construction of the anatomy theater. The 
Gabella (committee in charge of university building) 
made explicit that the theater was built "in the interests 
of the splendour, the decoration and the honorific 
needs of the public schools and the whole city." (p. 75) 
The design of the anatomy theater itself, as Ferrari 
elaborates, was closely tied to the demands of specta- 
tors to be impressed rather than of students to be 
taught. The overall purpose was to enhance the repu- 
tation of a city and studium that actually were experi- 
encing decline. Anatomy lessons were "ritualized 
ceremonies," closer to theater than to pedagogical 
lecture. The architecture of the theater itself was 
thought to have parallels in the architecture of the 
human body. The professors of anatomy were ex- 
pected to distinguish themselves in debate and dis- 
course in a manner more reminiscent of the theater 
than of teaching. Ferrari concludes with a Bahktanian 
analysis of carnival and the way in which public 
dissections with their focus on the body fit into the 
ritualized "world turned upside down" atmosphere of 
the carnival. 



This is a lengthy, detailed, and richly suggestive 
dicle which turns our attention to the public, social, 
and political dimensions of a particular science in the 
early modem period. Its suggestivity brings forth 
many questions and seems to call for a sustained 
chronol~gi~d and comparative study of late medieval 
European anatomy which includes a consideration of 
social and political functions. I was not convinced that 
the Bolognese anatomies were as distinct from those of 
the other cities and states as Ferrari suggests. 1 also 
question whether earlier fourteenth-century anato- 
mies had only pedagogical functions. The fact that 
anatomy with dissection did not occur simultaneously 
with the rise of the medieval university; the deep 
medieval symbolism associated with the executed and 
dissected body (which Ferrari points out); the circum- 
stance that anatomy "laboratories" were called "thea- 
ters" long before the seventeenth century; the moraliz- 
ing functions of anatomies; and the presence of 
witnesses other than students in earlier dissections, all 
point to the possibility that from its beginnings in the 
fourteenth century, dissection may have had important 
political, social, and symbolic functions. The chrono- 
logical and geographical differences that Ferrari 
points out as a way of illuminating the Bolognese 
situation call for a more sustained comparative analy- 
sis. 

Another issue concerns the problem of influence. 
Ferrari indicates that learned humanists were among 
the spectators and that anatomy theaters influenced the 
design of other types of theater structures. Ancient 
examples and mutual local influences must have been 
important in the development of the architecture. 
Beyond architecture, one wonders to what extent 
humanist perceptions of Hellenistic and Galenic dis- 
sections influenced late medieval dissections. 

Finally, if anatomy theaters were as fundamentally 
a part of popular, social, and political culture as this 
article convincingly suggests, how did that circum- 
stance affect the scientific analysis that must on some 
level at all times have existed within any particular 
dissection? How did the fact of the disputes affect their 
contents concerning particular organs as they per- 
tained to biology and medicine? To my mind, studies 
which illuminate the social and political aspects of 
science have greater value when they also show how 
such analysis in turn affects the substance of science. 

The many questions raised by this article point to its 
richness. Ferrari in some sense does put forth a 
comparative point of view in that she brings in ex- 
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amples from other times and localities to illuminate the 
Bolognese situation. Yet her own comparisons raise in 
my mind as many questions as they answer. Some of 
the best short studies open up arenas for further re- 
search rather than close them off. This is surely a 
description of this paper. O 

Papers on Medieva//Ear/y 
Modern Technology 
Given at the Meeting of the Society 
for the History of Technology, 
Hagley Museum and Library, 
~ilmi-ngton, Delaware, 
20-23 October 1988 

The following are abstracts for these recently pre- 
sented papers on medievallearly modem technology, 
society, and culture. Abstracts are printed with per- 
mission of the authors. 

John Muendel 
(Lakeland College) 
Mansus, Machinery, and Coproprietorship: The Tus- 
can Contribution to Medieval Associations of Industry 

C ERTAIN JOINTLY-OWNED MILLS in the territory of 
medieval Florence were truly corporations con- 

trolled by a board of directors whose chief official was 
thegastaldo. Their development began as early as 726, 
but their growth became more involved as the popula- 
tion increased dramatically following the tenth cen-, 
tury. Investments by a larger number of people re- 
sponding to greater economic opportunities stimu- 
lated the need for more efficient organization. The 
records show that some of these corporately-owned 
mills were still in the throes of change even as late as 
the fifteenth century. Others, however, were distinct, 
well-regulated associations. They represent, not an 
Italian, but a European phenomenon. Moreover, these 
organizations, forerunners of the joint-stock company, 
find their institutional fqnework, not in Roman law, 
but in the circumstances which accompanied the 
breakup of the European mansus, or family farm, 
beginning as early as the ninth century. 
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John Langdon 
(University of Alberta) 
The State of Milling in Fourteenth-Century England: 
A Snapshot Approach 

T HE WORK OF LYNN WHITE has done much to spark 
interest in the study of medieval technology. 

However, many historians-particularly in Eng- 
land-have had serious reservations concerning 
White's theme of the paramount importance of techno- 
logical development to medieval society, and hostility 
to this idea has tended at times to set back serious 
research into the subject. Recently, however, a num- 
ber ofresearchers havebegun to investigate the impact 
of technology upon medieval English society, using a 
variety of new approaches. 

This paper investigates milling technology during 
the reign of Edward I1 (1307-27) by producing a 
'snapshot' of mills derived from a particularly wide- 
ranging and detailed source, inquisitions postmortem. 
Altogether the inquisitions yielded information on the 
1585 mills during the reign, thus providing a country- 
wide sample of about 10 per cent of all the mills in 
England at the time. The sample reveals several 
things. First of all, since their introduction in the late 
twelfth century, windmills had increased significantly 
in number, comprising 30 per cent of all the mills in the 

\ 
sample. They were, however, found mostly in the east 
of the country, where rivers and streams powerful 
enough to drive water-mills were in short supply. 
Otherwise the water-mill was preferred whenever 
possible, a fact reflected in the average value of these 
mills, which was twice that for windmills. A curious 
feature of the sample is the relative lack of industrial 
mills. Only fulling mills were found and in less than 5 
per cent of cases. Part of this is due to the under- 
recording of such mills, but it is also clear that indus- 
trial mills were found at a level very much less than that 
indicated by Lynn White and Jean Gimpel. Again, the 
values of these mills, being very much less than those 
for corn mills, indicates that they were not a popular 
choice among mill investors. Finally, the analysis of 
mill values clearly shows two zones for milling in 
England, one in the north where mill values were very 
high and where apparently lords guarded such things 
as suit of mill very jealously, and the other in the south 
and east, where mill values were significantly lower, 
reflecting a situation where competitionbetween mills 
was much more active and suit of mill had less effect. 

This somewhat complicated pattern may alter our 
perception of the mechanisms by which mills-and 
other new technologies-were introduced to medieval 
society. 

Bert S. Hall 1 
(Institute for History and Philosophy of Science and \ 
Technology, University of Toronto) i 

Small Arms and the Tactical Revolution of the Six- 
teenth Century: A Re-Evaluation 

T HE DRAMATIC ALTERAnoNs in patterns of warfare 
visible during the Italian Wars (149&1529) 

rested on the increased numbers and tactical impor- 
tance of infantry troops. At one time, the revival of 
infantry was attributed to the emergence of small arms 
(arquebus and musket), which were thought to have 
driven heavy cavalry off the field of battle. No serious 
scholar today would argue that tactical changes were 
technologically determined, but the role of small arms 
in sixteenth-century warfare is still quite vague. This 
paper will establish that there were no technological 
grounds for the emergence of the arquebus when and 
where it did, but that economic and social factors 
account for the shift in armaments. Spanish prefer- 
ences for firearms over other missile weapons led to 
tactical and organizational innovations which com- 
pensated to some extent for the inherent weakness of 
arquebuses. Once this context had been established, 
the Spanish were able to develop the musket as a 
weapon which had some deleterious effects on heavy 
cavalry. Still, the pressures of firearms-bearing infan- 
try were not sufficient to force the abandonment of 
traditional cavalry, only to modify its tactical role. The 
final demise of the knight took place later in the 
century at the hands of light cavalry equipped with 
pistols, the so-called Reiter. Understanding the nature 
and the timing of strains on older forms of military 
organization helps to explain why the sixteenth- 
century's tactical revolutions were accepted by the 
"feudal" aristocrats whose status and purpose were 
most heavily imperiled as a result. 

Pamela 0. Long 
(Washington, D.C.) 
Openness versus Secrecy: A Conflict of Values in 
Sixteenth Century Mining and Metallurgical 
Literature 
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I N THIS PAPER I will first discuss the genesis and 
intended audience for certain types of sixteenth- 

mining and metallurgical writings such as the 
Bergbiichlein of Riilein von Calw, the Probier- 
b~chlein, the Pirotechnia of Biringuccio, the Berman- 
,,us and De re metallica of Georg Agricola, and the 
writings of Lazarus Ercker. I will argue that although 
this literature incorporates traditional recipes and 
books of "secrets" written primarily by and for practi- 
tioners, it developed in a new situation, that of the 

expansionof mining. It was written for anew 
audience of patrons and investors. Whether the au- 
thors of this literature came from a background of 
artisan practice or were university educated, their 
personal backgrounds and careers engendered an 
appreciation for practical empirical knowledge. Most 
were explicit advocates of increased investment in 
mining and urged practical experience on investors as 
a way of increasing the productivity of their mines and 
thus their profits. Their belief that technical knowl- 
edge should be written down and published was intrin- 
sic to the context in which they wrote. Practical 
knowledge about mining, assaying and processing 
ores could no longer be left under the purview of local, 
craft sources to be communicated for the most part 
orally. Technical authorship was thus necessary. 
Technical authors wrote for patrons and investors as 
well as artisans. They revealed craft secrets, con- 
demned secrecy of the crafts and of alchemy, and 
argued that authorship should be properly credited. 

I will next discuss the contrasting values of alchemi- 
cal literature which were indebted to some of the same 
practical traditions and materials that informed the 
tradition referred to above. I will address the question 
of the social and economic background of the authors 
of alchemical books and their prospective audience. In 
contrast to the above tradition, they believed in se- 
crecy, in an oral, apprenticeship method of transmis- 
sion, and in the obfuscation rather than identification 
of authorship. My question will be how do these 
values fit into the social and economic context in 
which they were writing. I will stress that the alchemi- 
cal values of secrecy flourished in the sixteenth cen- 
tury under the growing influence of hermetic and 
neoplatonic traditions. The value of secrecy was 
endorsed with renewed enthusiasm precisely when 
values of openness and credit to authorship were also 
being elaborated. 

It is one of the complicating aspects of the method- 
ology of seventeenth-century scientific thought that it 

was heir to both of these traditions. The implications 
of such a contradictory heritage for the new experi- 
mental science will be suggested. 

Daryl M. Hafter 
(Eastern Michigan University) 
Thwarting the Royal Will: invention to Keep the Silk 
Guild in 18th Century Lyon 

S TUDENTS OF THE HISTORY of technology are accus- 
tomed to thinking of invention as one of the 

motive forces leading "inevitably" to industrialization 
and to the modernization of institutions. Our histories 
of technology frequently illustrate the course of devel- 
opment by indicating particular inventions along the 
way, implicitly giving the message that each major im- 
provement in significant manufactures is another step- 
ping stone toward the Industrial Revolution. This 
paper will approach a particularindustry, the weaving 
of silk in 18th century Lyon, from a revisionist view- 
point. It will show thatthere were two lines of pressure 
influencing the development of the drawloom toward 
automation. One might fit into our notion of modemi- 
zation: the series of automatic pattern devices de- 
signed to make weaving of intricate designs more 
accurate, faster, and cheaper. The other, had the 
express purpose of eliminating the function of hand- 
workers in the traditional drawlooms, the drawgirls, 
with whom the royal government was trying to 
"break" the guild. For the royal officials were pressing 
for the entrance of drawgirls into the monopolistic silk 
Grande Fabrique. This political and economic 
struggle pitted the central government's modernizing 
policy to suppress the guild against the guild's efforts 
to maintain itself. The use of inventions, which the 
central government was ideologically committed to, 
provided an ironic instrument for the guild's cam- 
paign. 

Ronald Edward Zupko 
(Marquene University) 
Revolution in Measurement: Economic and Societal 
Repercussions of Metric Adoption in Europe and the 
United States 

0 NE OF THE LONGEST and fiercest struggles in the 
early modem world was the battle between con- 

temporary systems of weights and measures and the 



The Building Technology and Civil Engineering 
Interest Group of the Society for the History of 
Technology announces its own formation, (contin- 
gent upon "official" approval from SHOT), and the 
publication of its newsletter, The Flying Buttress. 
Among the stated purposes of the group are "to pro- 
mote the study of construction and its relationship to 
design, structural behavior, and methods, (including 
machinery and labor); [and] to place the study of these 
subjects in their technological, social, economic and 
cultural contexts, [and] in the context of wider issues 
in the history of technology." A group directory is 
being compiled, and a sponsored session and a group 
meeting are planned for the 1988 SHOTmeeting, to be 
held October 20 at the Hagley Museum and Library, 
Wilmington, Delaware. For further information about 
the group, the newsletter, or the meeting, contact Jane 
Morley, Dept. of History and Sociology of Science, 
215 S. 34th St., Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
PA 19104. 
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scientifically-sophisticated metric system. Centuries- The International Institute of Islamic Science and 
old practices were so thorouqhly ingrained into private Technology was founded in February, 1988. The 
and public life that the results of the finest scientific goals of IIIST include the study and development of an 
and technological endeavors up to that time faced Islamic history, philosophy and sociology of science 
almost impossible odds of acceptance. and technology. For information on purposes and 

Based on the author's latest book, Revolution in proposed activities, write: S. Waqar Ahmed Husaini, 
Measurement: Western European Weights and Director, IIIST, 15 12 S. Sterling Rd., Cupertino, CA 
Measures Since the Age of Science (Philadelphia: 95014 or J.M. al-Barzinji, 555 Grove St., Herndon, 
American Philosophical Society, 1988). the paper to VA 22707. 
be given will concentrate on the following topics: 

1. Scope and dimension of metrological diversifi- The London Centre for the History of Science, 

The Centre d'archhlogie mCdiCvale des Ctablisse- 
ments rkligieux has been formed to gather and clas- 
sify research on all aspects of the archaeology of 
religious institutions from the 5th to the 16th century, 
and, for the region north of the Loire, from the 16th to 
the 18th century. It will advise scholars in these areas 
and hold conferences. For further information, con- 
tact: Philippe Racinet, Universitk de Paris XIII, UER 
d'Histoire, ave. J.B. Clement, 93430 Villetaneuse, 
France. 

cation prior to the late eighteenth century; 
2. The dynamics of metrics and the resultant con- 

commitant benefits; 
3. The. major objections raised by anti-metric tra- 

ditionalists in response to this challenge; 
4. The actual "Battle of the Standards"; 
5. Reasons for the metric victory. 

In the process of this discussion, substantial analysis 
will be provided on the economic, societal, scientific, 
and technological impact of this long struggle on 
European and American history. 0% 

News and Announcements 
Please send items for this column to the News 
Editor. 

The Siguraur Nordal Institute has been established 
in memory of Prof. Dr. Siguraur Nordal on the one 
hundredth anniversary of his birth, with the purpose of 
advancing knowledge and study of Icelandic culture 
and to further contact between Icelandic and foreign 
scholars in this field. For more information, write to 
the Siguraur Nordal Institute, Dingholtsstraeti 29, 
P6sth61f 1220, 121 Reykjavik, Iceland. 

Medicine and Technology will open in the academic 
year 1988-89 under the joint sponsorship of Imperial 1 
College and University College, London, the 
Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, and , 
the Science Museum. The Centre will offer an MSc 
course which will be more varied in scope than previ- 
ously available programs. Contact: N.A.F. Smith, 
History of Science and Technology Group, Sherfield 
Building, Imperial College, London SW7 2AZ, Eng- 
land. 

An interdisciplinary faculty for the History and Pres- 
ervationof the Built Environment is being formed at 
Texas A&M University, with an eye to a symposium 
in the future on methods of recording and documenting 
the built environment. For further information, con- 
tact Vivian Paul, Dept. of Architecture, Texas A&M 
University, College Station, TX 77834. 
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ÿÿ rope-Research, a Paris-based firm, does research 
in European libraries and archives, and translations, 
for researchers abroad; specializing in art history. 
Languages: Dutch (mother tongue), French, German, 
English. Contact: Anne van der Jagt, 36 ave. Fr. 
~oosevelt, 94300 Vincennes, France. 

The editors of the Index of Charms, a computerized 
and indexing process of Old English, Middle 

English, Latin, German and French charms, request 
help in locating charms in small German and French 
libraries and private collections. Contact: Suzanne 
Parnell, 307 West Central Ave., Bentonville, AR 
727 12; or call (501) 273-5777. 

The Construction History Society (U.K.) welcomes 
inquiries concerning the Society and its Annual Semi- 
nar. Contact: Stanley Smith, Secretary, CHS, Char- 
tered Institute of Building, Englemere, Kings Ride, 
Ascot, Berks. SL5 8BJ, England. 

Habitat International, an international journal de- 
voted to the study of human settlements, from time to 
time publishes historical articles on the construction of 
any aspect of the manmade environment. Send manu- 
scripts to: Steven Groak, Bartlett School of Architec- 
ture and Planning, University College London, 22 
Gordon St., London WClH OQB, England. 

Contributions are being sought for a projected volume 
entitled Interdisciplinary Approaches to Anglo- 
Saxon Culture: Studies in Methodology. Within the 
general fields of literature, art history, archaeology and 
history, papers may consider issues in folklore, oral- 
formulaic theory, manuscript studies, numismatics, 
etc. Submissions should not exceed 40pages in length. 
Contact James Hala, Department of English, Drew 
Univ., Madison, NJ 07940. 

The Juanelo Turriano Foundation was founded in 
1987 in Madrid by Spanish scholars to promote and 
publish books and monographs primarily in the history 
of technology and the sciences in any period. Inquiries 
should be addressed to the president of the foundation, 
J.A. Garcia-Diego, Fundaci6n Juanelo Tuniano, Prim 
5-28004, Madrid, Spain. 

Commissioned by The Rusyn Research Society of 
America, AVISTA member Ervin Bonkalo has pub- 
lished a translation of THE RUSYNS, a small book 

written in Hungarian in 1940 about the intellectual 
history of a small nationality with a distinct culture 
which lived within the borders of Hungary for 700 
years. The work includes information on medieval 
defense systeins specific to east-Europe. 

The Textile Museum, 2320 S Street, NW, Washing- 
ton, D.C., 20008, "is the preeminent museum in the 
Western Hemisphere focusing exclusively on the col- 
lection, study, preservation and exhibition of historic 
and handmade textiles and carpets. A private, non- 
profit institution, the Textile Museum celebrates 
mankind's achievements in the textile arts ... Scholar- 
ship in the textile arts is an important component of the 
museum's mission and is pursued through research, 
exhibitions and a publications program. The Arthur D. 
Jenkins Library, containing more than 10,000 books 
and periodicals, is a significant resource for scholars, 
collectors, designers and the public at large" (from The 
Textile Museum, information brochure). Among 
exhibits of interest at the Textile Museum in the past 
year were Spain's Carpet Heritage (Feb. 2 through 
Oct. 1988), and Interlacing: The Elemental Fabric 
(Mar. 25-Aug. 14,1988). Catalogues of selected parts 
of the collection andof particular exhibits areavailable 
from the Museum Shop. 

The Tenth International Art History Book Fair will 
be held at the British Museum, London, on 7-8 April 
1989. Inquiries to: Pamela Courteney, Director of 
Publicity, Association of Art Historians, Albert 
House, Monnington-on-Wye, Herts. HR4 7NL 
England. 9 

Recent and 
Forthcoming Papers 
This column will list papers read or to be read at 
professional meetings (whether or not meant forpub- 
lication), papers complete but not yet published, and 
papers recently published. Its purpose is to inform 
readers of work being done in a variety of disciplines. 
The News Editor has selected papers of interest to 
AVISTA members and welcomes additions. 

The New York Metropolitan Seminar in the History 
of Technology met in Spring and Fall, 1 988. Speakers 
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included Marjorie Boyer (Emerita, York 
Coll.-CUNY): The Humble Profile of the Regal 
Chariot in Medieval Illuminations; Bert S. Hall (U. of 
Toronto): Small Arms and the Tactical Revolution of 
the 16th Century: A Reappraisal; and Nicholas 
Adams (Lehigh): Gunners and Architects in 16th 
Century Italy. 

Stephen Christensen is editing a forthcoming book, on 
Violence in Late Medieval and Early Modern Eu- 
rope, to include papers from a conference he chaired 
at the U. of Copenhagen, on April 24,1987. The book 
will consist of the following articles: Stephen Chris- 
tensen (Center for Research in the Humanities, Copen- 
hagen): The Janissaries and Organized Violence; 
Victor G. Kiernan (U. of Edinburgh): The Functions 
of War in Early Modern Europe; Karen Schousboe 
(Center for Research in the Humanities, Copenhagen): 
Vold og vaern: Violence and Defense in Medieval 
Denmark; Robert Muchembled (U. de Paris XIII): 
The Anthropology of Violence in Early Modern 
France. 

The 15th Annual ACTA Conference, Ideas of Order 
in The Middle Ages, met at the State University of 
New York-Albany on April 8-9, 1988. Among the 
papers given were: Mary Beth Winn (SUNY-Albany): 
Order in the Border: Texts andlllustrations in French 
Books of Hours, ca. 1490; Rosemary Walsh (SUNY- 
Geneseo): Perspicacity and Perspectivity: The Order- 
ing of the Image in Medieval Perspective; Samuel 
Gruber (Columbia): Ordering the Urban Environ- 
ment: City Statutes and City Planning in Medieval 
Todi, Italy; Helen Lang (Trinity Coll.): Aristotle, 
Thomas, and the Order of Nature to God; Luciana 
Cuppo Csaki (Mount St. Mary): Money and Order in 
the Variurum Libn XII of Cassiodorus; James Blythe 
(Cornell): Ideal Government and the Medieval Politi- 
cal Order; Teresa Pugh Rupp (Cornell): The Order of 
Charity as Political Model: Remigio dei Girolami's 
De bono comuni; Judy Baskin (U. of Massachusetts): 
Orderings of Humanity in Medieval Judaism; Gi- 
useppe Mazzotta (Yale): Dante's Ideal of Order; 
Pozzi Escot (Wheaton): The Secret Geometry of 
Hildegard von Bingen's Chants; Katherine A.S. Col- 
lett (Hamilton): Women in the Laws of Hywel Dda; 
Faith Wallis (McGill): Images of Order in the 
Medieval Computus; Marianne Richert Pfau (SUNY- 
Stony Brook): Syntax in the Songs of Hildegard von 
Bingen: A Comparison of Textual and Musical Order; 

Rebecca Coogan (SUNY-Binghamton): Pandarus as 
Reader: Hermeneutics and Troilus and Criseyde; 
James Romm (Cornell): Alexander, Biologist: Orien- 
tal Monstrosities and Indian Wonders Epistles. 

The Portico de la Gloria and the Art of Its Epoch, an 
international symposium sponsored by the Conselleria 
de Cultura e Deportes de la Xunta de Galicia, Excmo, 
met at Santiago de Compostela, October 3-8, 1988. 
Among the speakers were: W. Sauerliinder (Zentral- 
institut fiir Kunstgeschichte): Conference Inaugural 
Address; M. Ward (N.Y.U.): El Pdrtico de la Gloria 
y la conclusidn de la Catedral de Santiago; N. Strat- 
ford (British Museum): Compostelle et la Bourgogne? 
J. D'Emilio (U. of South Florida): Tradicidn local y 
aportaciones forcineas en la escultura romcinica 
tardia: Carridn, Lugo y Compostela; J.A. Puente 
Miguez (U. de Santiago): La fachada exlerior del 
Pdrtico de la Gloria y elproblema de sus accesos; J.C. 

de Galicia y Ledn durante 10s reinados de Fernando 11 
I Valle Ptrez (Museo de Pontevedra): La arquitectura 

y Alphonso IX;  M. Stokstad (U. of Kansas): Forma y 
fdrmula: reconsideracidn del Pdrtico de la Gloria; 
J.M. Pita Andrade (U. Complutense): Maestre Mateo 
y el Maestro de Avila; E. Valdez del Alamo 
(Columbia): Relaciones cirtisticas enlre Silos y San- 
tiago en el Romcinico tardio; J. Lacoste (U. de 
Bordeaux): La sculpture romane du sud de la France 
a l'bpoque de Maitre Mathieu; F. Gandolfo (U. di 
Roma): La Toscana, /'Antelami e i campionesi: La 
scultura nell'ltalia centro-settentrionale a1 tempo del 
Pdrtico de la Gloria; G. Zarnecki (U. of London): 
English Art Around 1180; J. Yarza Luaces, (U. 
Autbnoma, Barcelona): La miniatura en 10s reinos de 
Ledn, Galicia y Castilla en tiempos de Maestro Mateo; 
P. Klein (U. Regensburg): Los programas 
escatoldgicos y su funcion en el arte monumental 
(siglos XI1 y XIII); J. Williams (U. of Pittsburgh): 
Imagineria apocal@tica en el Romcinico tardio 
espaiiol; S. Moralejo (U. de Santiago): Ordines 
prophetarum. La serie estaruaria del Pdrtico de la 
Gloria; J. U p e z  Calo (U. de Santiago): La misica en 
Compostela en tiempo del Pdrtico de la Gloria; P.R. 
Rocha (Pontificia U. Gregoriana): La liturgia en 
Compostela a fines del siglo XI1; J.M. Caamaiio 
Martinez (U. Complutense): Pervivencia y ecos del 
Pdrtico de la Gloria en el Gdtico gallego; M. Baker 
(Victoria and Albert Museum): The cast of the Pdrtico 
de la Gloria at the South Kensington Museum: Its 
history and reputation in 19th century England; J.F. 
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~ i l ~ u e i r a  Valverde (Museo de Pontevedra): El Pdrtico 
de la Gloria en sus evocaciones literarias. Also 
speaking were J.M. de Azchrate y Risori (U. Com- 
plutense), I. Bango Torviso (U. Aut6noma, Madrid), 
and M.L. Real (Arquivo Hist6ric0, Porto). 

The Emergence of Clarity: Images of English Cathe- 
drals 1650-1850; a symposium in conjunction with an 
exhibit at the Bayley Art Museum, U. of Virginia, 
October 8, 1988. Speakers included Nicholas Barker 
(British Library): 'A  neere approaching storme,' Lord 
Hatton, Sir William Dugdale and the Foundation of 
Antiquarian Draftsmanship; H. Colvin (St. John's 
Coll., Oxford): Artists and Antiquarians at Westmin- 
ster Palace; J. Cox (U. of Virginia): The Eccle- 
siologist and Ecclesiology; D.S. Taylor (U. of 
Oregon): Place and Poetry: Chatterton's 'Medieval' 
response to Gibson's 1695 Edition of Camden's Brit- 
tania; and M.E. Roberts (U. of Virginia): 'Most exact 
and perfect' : William Dugdale's History of St. Paul's 
Cathedral in London. 

MedievalArt in the Last HalfCentury, a symposium 
on Romanesque and Gothic art to celebrate the 50th 
anniversary of The Cloisters, met at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, October 21-22, 1988. Speakers 
included: H. Landais (Directeurhonoraire des MusCes 
de France): The Cloisters and Passion for the Middle 
Ages; I.H. Forsyth (U. of Michigan): The Monumental 
Arts of the Romanesque Period: Recent Research; B. 
Brenk (U. Basel): The Cloisters' Four Longobardic 
Marble Reliefs; W. Cahn (Yale): The Romanesque 
Frescoes from San Pedro de Arlanza; E. Valdez del 
Alamo (Columbia): The Epiphany Relieffrom Cerezo 
de Riotirdn; W.S. Monroe (N.Y.U.): The Guennol 
Triptych and the Twelfth-Century Revival of Jurispru- 
dence; M.H. Caviness (Tufts): The Ornamental 
Stained Glass from Saint-Remi at Reims; W.H. For- 
syth (Metropolitan Museum of Art): Five Key Persons 
in the Founding of the Cloisters; W. Sauerlinder 
(Zentralinstitut fur Kunstgeschichte): Gothic Art 
Reconsidered: New Aspects and Open Questions; N. 
Stratford (British Museum): The Moutiers-Saint-Jean 
Portal at the Cloisters; L. Pressouyre (U. de Paris I): 
The Cuir Dortf Reliquary for the Foot of Saint Marga- 
ret; D. Gaborit-Chopin (MusCe du Louvre): The 
'Shrine of Saint Elizabeth of Hungary'; E. Frodl-Kraft 
(former President, International Board: Corpus Vitre- 
arum Medii Aevi): The Late Gothic Stained Glassfrom 
Ebreichsdorf Castle and the Austrian Herzogswerk- 

staft; J .  Plummer (Morgan Library): The Beginning of 
the Belles Heures of Jean de Berry Reconsidered. 

The Codex Calixtinus and the Shrine of St. James, a 
symposium sponsored by the Department of Fine Arts 
of the University of Pittsburgh and the Frick Founda- 
tion will meet at the University of Pittsburgh on 
November 3-5,1988. Speakers include: M.C. Diaz y 
Diaz (U. de Santiago): The Codex Calixtinus: By 
Whom, For Whom?; A. Stones (U. of Pittsburgh): 
Codicology, Paleography and the Art of the Codex; M. 
Huglo (South Carolina): Les pikes  notees du Codex 
Calixtinus; H. Van der Werf (Rochester): The rela- 
tionship between the Monophonic and the Polyphonic 
Music; K. Herbers (Tiibingen): The Miracles of St. 
James; E.A.R. Brown (CUNY): Saint-Denis and the 
Turpin Legend; R. Plotz (Kevelaer): Peregrinatio ad 
limina beati Jacobi; T. Hauschild (Lisbon): Archae- 
ology and the Tomb of St. James; S. Moralejo (U. de 
Santiago): The Codex Calixtinus as Art-Historical 
Source; J. D'Emilio (U. of South Florida-Tampa): The 
Building and the Pilgrim's Guide. Discussants: W. 
Cahn (Yale); P. Gerson (New York); R.P.J. Lopez 
Calo (Santiago de Compostela); A.M. Deschamps 
(Paris); J. Dodds (Columbia); M.F. H e m  (U. of 
Pittsburgh); T. Lyman (Emory); A. Shaver-Crandell 
(CUNY); M. Ward (New York City). 

The Fifleenth New England Medieval Conference: 
The Crusades will meet at Plymouth State College, 
Plymouth, NH on November 5-6, 1988. Papers will 
include: D.E. Queller (U. of Illinois): In Defenseof the 
Venetians in the Fourth Crusade: Revisited; J.M. 
Powell (Syracuse U.): The Papacy and the Muslims of 
Lucera; J.M. Muldoon (Rutgers U.-Camden): Cru- 
sade, Conquest, and the Creation of International 
Low; D. Rollo (Dartmouth): Anglo-Norman Histori- 
ography and the Old Provencal Song of the Albigen- 
sian Crusade; F.R.P. Akehurst (U. of Minnesota): 
Journeys of the Heart: the Lyric Response to the 
Crusades; L. Seidel (U. of Chicago): The Conquest of 
Jerusalem and Its Impact on Art in the Londs of the 
Crusaders; P. Fergusson (Wellesley): The Influence 
of the Crusades on the Buildings of the Reform Move- 
ment in the North of England; W. Hamblin (U. of 
Southern Mississippi): The Islamic Ideology of Holy 
War during the Crusades; M. Bartusis (Harvard): The 
Byzantine Concept of the Holy War; M. Markowski 
(LeMoyne Coll.): The Idea of Holy War in Western 
Christendom. 
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The Annual Meeting of the History of Science 
Society will meet at the Westin Hotel in Cincinnati, 
OH, December 27-30, 1988. Sessions of interest will 
include: 

Medieval and Renaissance Psychology: K. Park 
(Wellesley): Dividing the Soul: Faculties and Organs 
from Dante to Descartes; P.G. Sobol (U. of Wiscon- 
sin-Madison): Animal Thoughts, Animal Dreams; K.  
Tachau (U. of Iowa): Late Medieval Theologian's 
Epistemologies and Aristotle Commentaries: Recon- 
sidering Nicole Oresme. 

Fifty years After Merton: New Directions in Seven- 
teenth-Century Science and Religion (joint session, 
American Historical Society and American Society of 
Church Histoe): B. Shapiro (U. of Ca1.-Berkeley): 
Opening Remarks: The Merton Thesis Today; E.B. 
Davis (Messiah Coll.): The Use of Voluntarist Theol- 
ogy in Seventeenth-Century Science; M. Hunter (U. of 
London): Atheism and the Seventeenth-Century 
Mind: The Case of Robert Boyle. 

Works in Progress: Islamic and Early Modern Sci- 
ence: W. Van Egmond (Arizona State U.): An Edition 
of the Fourteenth-Century Algebra of Dardi of Pisa; 
A. Dhanani (Harvard): Islamic Atomism and Discrete 
Space; M.H. Shank (U. of Wisconsin-Madison): 
Remarks on the Ancestry of Peurbach's Planetary 
Models; H. Margolis (U. of Chicago): Why It Is So 
Hard To Find a Scientist Born After 1600 Who Is Not 
Either a Copernican or a Priest; J. Gascoigne (U. of 
New South Wales): A Reappraisal of the Role of the 
Universities in the Scientific Revolution. 

Stoic and Epicurean Theories In Early Modern Sci- 
ence: P. Barker (Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State 
U.): Stoic Contributions to Early Modern Science; J. 
Wright (U. of Windsor): The Epicurean Soul in Late 
Seventeeth-Century Thought; M.J. Osler (U. of 
Calgary): Fortune, Fate, and Divination: Gassendi's 
Voluniarism and the Baptism of Epicurus; P.T. Dear 
(Cornell), commentator. 

Works in Progress: Philosophy of Science and His- 
torical Methodology: A. Goddu (U. of Notre Dame): 
Was Copernicus's Realism a Mistake?; M. Biagioli 
(U.C.L.A.): A Sociological Interpretation of lncom- 
mensurability Behveen Scientific Paradigms: The 
Case of Galileo; J. Kroll and B. Bachrach (U. of 

Minnesota): Evolutionary Biology and Early Medie- 
val Dynastic Decisions; P.A. Degen (Drew): The 
Unity of Science and Poetry in Neils Bohr's Epistemol- 
ogy of the 'Unity of Knowledge'. t. 

New Periodicals 

Favonius, devoted to the Classics and the Classical 
Tradition (ed. Robert W. Cape, Jr., U.C.L.A.), pub- 
lishes original research articles by graduate students 
and recent graduates in the field of classics. 

Archaeomaterials. a semi-annual journal, publishes I 
studies on a broad range of pre-industrial materials and 

1) 

processes. Topics include all materials altered by man 
in the past and the ways in which they were manipu- '' 
lated, placing the technology in a cultural context. ! 
Interested readers and potential contributers should 
contact Tamara Stech, Editor, Department of Materi- 
als Science and Engineering, U. of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, PA 19104. 

Miniatura, sponsored by the Societh di Storia della 
Miniatura, is devoted to the study of book illustration 
and decoration. For subscriptions, write Fratelli Ali- 
nari Editrice, Largo Fratelli Alinari 15,50 123 Firenze, 
Italy. *E 

Activities . . . 
Past, Present, Future 
This column reports activities relevant to the interdis- 
ciplinary interests of AVISTA members. The list is 
selective, rather than comprehensive, and will not 
replace reports of activitiespublished by professional 
societies of the various disciplines represented by 
AVISTA members. Neither will it always constitute due 
notice of an activity, because of AVISTA FORUM'S semi- 
annual publication schedule. On the other hand, 
scholars may be informed of activities that their own 
professional groups do not report. The purpose of this 
column is to facilitate the exchange of information and 
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ideas across the boundaries of various disciplines. 
please send reports of activites to the News Editor. All 
dales are 1988 unless otherwise specified. 

April 8-9: Ideas of Order in the Middle Ages met at 
sUNY-Albany. See RECENT AND FORTHCOMING PAPERS 
in this issue. 

April 15-1 6: Con-texts; Orality and Textual* in the 
Middle Ages, an international conference on new 
approaches to the voiced productions of the Middle 
Ages and their textual manifestations, was held at the 
U. of Wisconsin-Madison. Keynote speakers were 
Michael Riffaterre and Dennis Tedlock. Participants 
included: C. Clover, J. Dagenais, J.M. Foley, A. 
Frantzen, D.W. Frese, K. Gravdal, S. Huot, R. Kel- 
logg, L. de Looze, Tim Machan, S.G. Nichols, W. 
Parks, R. Rosenstein, U. Schaefer, E. Vance, H. Voll- 
rath, A. Wolf. 

August 8-13: Seventh International Congress of the 
International Association for Neo-Latin Studies met 
in Toronto. Plenary speakers were M. Lebel (U. 
Laval), P. Schmidt (U. Marburg), M.-S. Jensen (U. of 
Copenhagen), F. Tateo (U. di Bari) and J.K. McConica 
(U. of Toronto). Proceedings included workshops on 
the feasibility of a Neo-Latin dictionary and on the 
Dartmouth Dante Project. 

September Wctober  30: Music and Music-Making 
in the Middle Ages and Renaissance is currently on 
exhibit at the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York. 
The exhibit includes over 75 manuscripts and leaves 
selected by the staff of the Research Center for Music 
Iconography at the CUNY Graduate Center, who have 
also compiled a forthcoming inventory of images of 
instruments in Morgan manuscripts. 

September 18-24: The Ettore Majomna Centre for 
Sckntifu, Culture sponsored an international work- 
shop on medieval societies, in Erice, Italy. The work- 
shop, La parole a l'accusk: Le statut de la parole duns 
la pratique judiciare (XIIIe-XIVe si&cle), was directed 
by A. Paravicini Bagliani and J .X.  Maire Vigueur. 

September 23-25: The Thirteenth International 
Patristic, Medieval andRenaissance Conference met 
at Villanova University. For information about PMR, 
contact T.A. Losoncy, Villanova U., Villanova, PA 
19085. 

September 27-30: International Gesellschaft zur 
Erforschung dermateriellen Kulturdes Mittelalters; 
Medium Aevum Quotidianum met in Krems, Aus- 
tria. See the published papers listed under BIBLIOGRA- 
PHY OF THE AVlSTA LIBRARY-PERIODICALS. 

September 294ctober 1: The Southeastern Medie- 
val Association (SEMA) met at the University of 
Richmond. For information about SEMA, contact 
Susan Clark, Dept. of German and Russian, Rice 
Univ., P.O. Box 1892, Houston, TX 7725 1. 

September 304ctober 2: Grottaferrata nel Medi- 
oevo: Scrittura, Musica, Iconografw, I1 Colloquia 
Internazionale, met at Grottaferrata. Address inquiries 
to: F. Cordova, Circolo Culturale "I1 Domenichino," 
Corso del Popolo, 73/A, Grottaferrata 00046, Italy. 

October 3-8: The Phrtico de la Gloria and the Art of 
its Epoch, an international symposium, was held at 
Santiago de Compostela. See RECENT AND FORTHCOM- 
ING PAPERS in this issue. 

October 4-5: The Center for Research in the 
Humanities, U. of Copenhagen, held a conference on 
Modernity as History. During a public session, Peter 
Burke (Cambridge) spoke on: The Burden of Moder- 
nity: A Discussion of Changing Concepts ofModernity 
from the 12th Century to the 20th. 

October 7-8: Medieval and Renaissance Manu- 
scripts met at the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript 
Library at Yale, inconjunction with anexhibit from the 
library's holdings. Speakers included: A. de la Mare, 
J.J.G. Alexander, F. Newton, J. John, J. Marrow, J. 
Hamburger, R. Weick, D. Ganz, K. Scott, A. Derolez 
and A. Edwards. 

October 7-8: The Midwest MedievalHistory Confer- 
ence met at Illinois State U. Contact: J. Reed, History 
Dept., Illinois State U., Normal, IL 61761. 

October 7-9: Giomte  Internazionale sulla Scuola 
Medica Salernitana, a conference on the medieval 
history of the medical school, met at Salerno. Speakers 
included G. Onofrio and V. Pace. Contact: Soprinten- 
denza per I BAAAS di Salerno e Avellino, Via Mauri, 
99, Salerno 84100, Italy. 
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October 8: The MedievalAssociation of the Midwest 
held its annual conference, The Middle Ages and the 
West, at Cleveland State U. For information on MAM, 
contact: Earl Anderson, Associate Dean, Graduate 
School, Cleveland State U., Cleveland, OH 441 15. 

October 8: The Emergence of Clarity: Cathedrals 
Illustrated 1650-1850, a symposium (and exhibit: 
Oct. 1-Nov. 5) met at the Bayley Art Museum, U. of 
Virginia. See RECENT AND FORTHCOMING PAPERS in this 
issue. 

Through October 16: Holy Images, Holy Space: 
Icons and Frescoes from Greece, an exhibit, was held 
at the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore. The exhibit 
includes over 80 works from museums and churches in 
Greece, organized by the Byzantine Museum of 
Athens, the Greek Ministry of Culture, the Trust for 
Museum Exhibitions and the Walters Art Gallery. The 
icons range in date from the 10th to the 17th century. 
The exhibit will travel to Miami, Ft. Worth, San 
Francisco. Cleveland and Detroit. 

October 14-1 5: The Fifteenth Annual St. Louis Con- 
ference on Manuscript Studies was held at St. Louis 
U. For further information, write to the Conference 
Committee, Vatican Film Library, Pius XI1 Memorial 
Library, 3650 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63 108. 

October 20-2 1 : The Society for the History of Tech- 
nology annual meeting, Hagley Musuem and Library, 
Wilmington, DE. Sessions included: The Art of the 
Builder: Craftsman, Engineer andArchitect, and New 
Work in Medieval and Renaissance Technology. See 
abstracts of papers from the latter session in this issue. 
For information about SHOT membership and the 
annual meeting, contact: Alex Roland, Secretary, 
SHOT, Dept. of History, Duke Univ., Durham, NC 
27706. For information regarding The Building Tech- 
nology and Civil Engineering Interest Group of 
SHOT, see NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS in this issue. 

October 2 1-22: The Early University: Methods and 
Influences was sponsored by the Center for Medieval 
Studies at Cal. State U.-Northridge. For information, 
contact Nancy van Deusen, Dept. of Music, Cal. State 
U., Northridge, CA 9 1330. 

October 21-22: Nineteenth Annual Interdiscipli- 
nary Conference was sponsored by the Ball State U. 

Committee for the Advancement of Early Studies, on 
"any phase of Medieval/Renaissance Studies." For 
information about this and future conferences, con- 
tact: John E. Weakland, Dept. of History, Ball State 
U., Muncie, IN 47306. 

October 21-22: Oral Tradition in the Middle Ages 
was sponsored by the Center for Medieval and Renais- 
sance Studies, SUNY-Binghampton. Major speakers 
include: John Miles Foley (U. of Missouri), Carol 
Lindahl (Univ. of Houston), Albert B. Lord (Harvard), 
and Joseph F. Nagy (U.C.L.A.). Send inquiries to: 
Professor W.F.H. Nicolaisen, Dept. of English, 
SUNY-Binghamton, Binghamton, NY 13901. j 
October 21-22: Medieval Art in the Last Half i 

Century; a major symposium was held at the Metro- 
politan Museum, New York. See RECENT AND FORTH- 
COMING PAPERS in this issue. 

October 22: The Social History Conference, at the U. 
of Cincinnati. Contact: N. Mjagkij, Dept. of History, 
U. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221. 

October 24-26: Science et philosophie mkdikvales: 
Gersonide et son temps (1288-1344), sponsored by 
the Equipe de Recherche 208 ("Nouvelle Gallia Juda- 
ica") of the C.N.R.S. and the Centre d'Ctudes juives of 
the UniversitC de Paris IV (Sorbonne), will be held at 
Avignon on the occasion of the 700th birthday of 
Gersonides. For further information, write to E.R. 208 
du C.N.R.S., ~ c o l e  Pratique des Hautes Etudes (Sec- 
tion des sciences religieuses), 45, rue des ~coles ,  
75005 Paris. 

October 28-29: Pilgrimage and Crusade in the 
Middle Ages and Renaissance; (2nd Pennsylvania 
Symposium on Medieval and Renaissance Studies), to 
be held at the U. of Pittsburgh. Contact: Dr. Barbara 
N. Sargent-Baur, Medieval and Renaissance Studies 
Program, 1328 C.L., U. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 
15260. 

November 3-5: The CodexCalixtinusandthe Shrine 
of St. James symposium was held at the U. of Pitts- 
burgh in conjunction with an exhibit, The Codex 
Calixlinus and European Illumination at the Frick 
Fine Arts Gallery. See RECENT AND FORTHCOM~NG 
PAPERS in this issue. 
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~ovember  5-6: The Fifeenth New England Medie- 
val Conference: The Crusades. See RECENT AND 

FORTHCOMING PAPERS in this issue. 

November 10-13: The Fourteenth Annual U.S. 
Byzantine Studies Conference will meet at the Menil 
collection and the U. of St. Thomas, Houston, TX. For 
information, contact: Prof. Thalia Gouma-Peterson, 
Art Dept., The Coll. of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691. 

November 1 1-1 3: The Charles Homer Haskins So- 
ciety will hold its annual conference at the U. of 
Houston. Keynote addresses will be delivered by J. 
Campbell (Oxford), R.V. Turner (Florida State U.), 
and W.L. Warren (Queen's U., Belfast). For informa- 
tion, write: S.N. Vaughn, Dept. of History, U. of 
Texas, University Park, Houston, TX 77004. 

November 12: Literacy and Orality: Word, Text and 
Image in Medieval and Renaissance Culture, the 
10th Annual Barnard Medieval and Renaissance 
Conference, will be held at Barnard College. For 
further information, contact: A. Berthelot, Dept. of 
French, Barnard Coll., 3009 Broadway, New York, 
NY 10027. 

November 18-1 9: Texts and Their Fortunes: Writer, 
Public and Reception in the Middle Ages will be held 
at the U. of Virginia. Speakers will include A.C. 
Spearling, R. Kellogg, J. Snow and D. Hult. For 
further information, contact Robert Cook or Julian 
Weiss at (804) 924-7 157. 

December 2-3: The Center for Research in the 
Humanities, U. of Copenhagen, will sponsor a work- 
shop on Writing World History. Participants include: 
Peter Burke, Keith Nield, and Niels Steensgaard. For 
information, contact Stephen Christensen, Center for 
Research in the Humanities, U. of Copenhagen, 
Njalsgade 80,2300 Copenhagen N, Denmark. 

December 8-10: Documents and Interpretations in 
the History of Science, sponsored by the Library of the 
American Philosophical Society, in cooperation with 
the Commision on Documentation of the International 
Union of the History and Philosophy of Science, in 
Philadelphia. The conference will examine the rela- 
tionshipbetween documentation and research styles in 
the history of science, technology and medicine. 
Contact: D. Rhees, American Philosophical Society 

Library, 105 South St., Philadelphia, PA 19106. 

December 27-30: The History of Science Society 
Annual Meeting, in conjunction with the Annual 
Meeting of the American Historical Association; see 
RECENT AND FORTHCOMING PAPERS in this issue. 

February 10-1 1, 1989: Medieval Visions of Antiq- 
uity, a symposium, will be sponsored by the Center for 
Medieval Studies at California State U.-Northridge. 
For more information, contact N. van Deusen, Dept. of 
Music, California State U.-Northridge, CA 91 330. 

February 10-1 1,1989: Learning in the Age of Char- 
lemagne, the 20th annual conference of the Center for 
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, will be held at 
Ohio State U. For additional information contact: S. 
Ulmer, CMRStOhio SU, 322 Dulles Hall, 230 W. 17th 
Ave., Columbus, OH 432 10. 

March 3-4,1989: The MedievalAssociation of Mid- 
America (MAMA) will meet at the U. of Kansas. 
Those interested in presenting papers or organizing 
sessions should write to: R. Kay, Dept. of History, 
3001 Wescoe Hall, U. of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 
66045. 

March 9-1 0,1989: Thirty-second Annual Missouri 
Valley History Conference will be held in Omaha. 
Abstracts should be submitted by November 15 to J.L. 
Simmons, Dept. of History, U. of Nebraska, Omaha, 
NE 68 182. 

March 17-18, 1989: Europe in the Age of the 
Hundred Years War, an interdisciplinary conference, 
will be held on the Fordham U. Lincoln Center cam- 
pus, Manhattan. One- or two-page abstracts should be 
submitted by November 1 to T.S. Fenster, Medieval 
Studies Center, Keating 107, Fordham U., Bronx, NY 
10458. 

March 30- April 1,1989: The South-Central Renais- 
sance Conference will meet at Lamar U. Papers are 
invited on: Holy Week in art and literature, masquer- 
ades and festivals in the arts, metaphors of art in drama/ 
metaphors of drama in art, iconography, literature and 
medicine, and Christian humanists and their chief 
competitors. Papers should be submitted by Decem- 
ber 31 to P. Spinrad, Dept. of English, Ohio State U., 
Columbus, OH 432 10. 
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March 3 1-April 1,1989: The Joint Atlantic Seminar 
in the History of Biology will meet at Yale U. Send 
abstracts (due February 1) to F.L. Holmes, History of 
Medicine, Yale U., P.O. Box 3333 Yale Station, New 
Haven, CT 065 10. 

April 12-16, 1989: The Society of Architectural 
Historians will meet in Montreal. For membership 
and conference information, write: SAH, 1232 Pine 
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107. 

April 14-15, 1989: The Tenth Medieval Forum will 
be held at Plymouth State Coll., New Hampshire. 
Special themes will be highlighted: Adversity and 
Compromise: Church and State Relations, and The 
Grand Tradition: Epics, Sagas, and Story Cycles. In 
addition, proposals for papers, workshops, panels or 
sessions on any aspect of the Middle Ages will be 
considered. Send brief proposals or abstracts by 
December 9 to M. Marquez-Sterling, Director, Medie- 
val Studies Council, Plymouth State Coll., USNH, 
Plymouth, NH 03264. 

April 14-15, 1989: Law in Mediaeval Life and 
Thought, the 16th Annual Sewanee Mediaeval Collo- 
quium, will be held at the U. of the South. Two copies 
of papers written specifically for this colloquium and 
related to the theme, not exceeding ten double-spaced 
pages and in the exact form to be read, along with a 
brief vita, should be submitted by interested partici- 
pants by January 10 to: Sewanee Mediaeval Collo- 
quium, The U. of the South, Sewanee, TE 37375. 

April 21-22,1989: Celtic Connections (16th Annual 
ACTA Conference) will be held at the State U. Coll., 
Buffalo. Papers dealing with any field of medieval 
studies are invited. Papers should not exceed twenty 
minutes in length. Send proposals to: D. Lampe, Dept. 
of English, SUC-Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 14214. 

April 27-30,1989: The I989 Annual Meeting of the 
American Association for the History of Medicine 
will meet in Birmingham, Alabama. For information, 
contact: J.W. Leavitt, Dept. of History of Medicine, 
1415 Medical Science Center, U. of Wisconsin, 1300 
University Ave., Madison, WI 53706. 

May 67,1989: AVISTA'S Fourth Annual Conference, 
held during the 24th International Congress on Medie- 
val Studies. See AVISTA SESSIONS, KALAMAZOO, 1988, in 

this issue. For further information on the Medieval 
Congress, write: Otto Griindler, Director, The Medie- 
val Institute, Western Michigan U., Kalamazoo, MI 
49008. 

May 12-13, 1989: A conference on Imagining New 
Worlds: Factual and Figural Discovery During the 
Middle Ages will be held at Lehmann Col1.-CUNY. 
Among topics to be addressed is the representation of 
the Earth and the cosmos by cartographers, manuscript 
illuminators, painters and sculptors. Interestedpartici- 
pants should send a 500-word abstract along with a 
short bibliography and brief vita, by December 1, to 
S.D. Westrem, Dept. of English, Lehmann Col1.- 
CUNY, Bronx, NY 10468. 

June 1 4 ,  1989: The International Society for the 
Comparative Study of Civilizations will meet at the U. 
of Cal.-Berkeley. Special themes include East-West 
Relationships. The Society advocates a "comparative 
civilizational perspective," making use of methods 
from both the humanities and the social sciences. Send 
abstracts for papers (due November 15) to C. Gilb, 
Program Chair, ISCSC, 1988, 1 1 1 El Camino Real, 
Berkeley, CA 94705. 

June 9-13,1989: The 28th International Geological 
Congress, to be held in Washington, D.C., will include 
a session on The Idea of Time: Changing Concepts of 
the Antiquity of Man and the Earth. Send for the 
meeting's Second Circular, available from P.O. Box 
727, Tulsa, OK 74 101. 

June 13-August 12, 1989: The American Numis- 
matic Society will hold its 37th Seminar in Numismat- 
ics, open to graduate students and junior faculty in the 
U.S. and Canada. Application deadline: March 1. 
Applications may be obtained from the Society, 
Broadway at 155th St., New York, NY 10032. 

June 21-25,1989: The I989 Summer Conference on 
History, Philosophy and Social Studies of Biology, 
will meet at the U. of Western Ontario. The conference 
is international and it is intended to foster informal 
interdisciplinary cooperation. Contact: J. Griesemer, 
Dept. of Philosophy, U. of California, Davis, CA 
95616. 

July 5 to August 11, 1989: The Newberry Library 
Center for Renaissance Studies will offer a summer 
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institute in Spanish/Hispanic-American archival sci- 
ences. For further information, contact the Center for 
Renaissance Studies, Newberry Library, 60 W. Wal- 
ton St., Chicago, IL 60610. 

july 10-13, 1989: A symposium on Politics, Patron- 
age and Literature in England, 1558-1658, will be 
sponsored by the Departments of English and History 
at the U. of Reading. For information, contact: Cedric 
C .  Brown, Dept. of English, U. of Reading, 
Whiteknights, Reading RG6 2AA, U.K. 

Summer, 1989: The Zntellectual World of Columbus, 
a five-week NEH Institute is planned by the Medieval 
Renaissance Center of U.C.L.A., in conjunction with 
the Quincentenary Programs (1992) celebrating Co- 
lumbus' discovery of America. The Institute will 
explore Italian humanistic and scientific thought, Ibe- 
rian culture and society, and earlier Portuguese and 
Spanish explorations. For further information contact: 
Fredi Chiappelli, Director, Medieval Renaissance 
Center and U.C.L.A. Quincentenary Programs, 
U.C.L.A., Los Angeles, CA 90024. 

August 1-9, 1989: Science and Political Order 1 
Wissenschaft und Staat, the XVIIIth International' 
Congress on the History of Science, will be held in 
Hamburg and Munich. Abstracts are welcome, and 
competitive travel grants are available to participants. 
For information, contact M. Kranzberg, School of 
Social Sciences, Georgia Inst. of Technology, Atlanta, 
GA 30332, or C. Pursell, Dept. of History, Case 
Western Reserve U., Cleveland, OH 44106. 

September 13-1 6,1989: The International Associa- 
tion for History and Computing will hold its 4th 
annual international conference in Bordeaux. The 
conference will focus on three chief themes: I. History 
and Computing: Quantitative Methodologies; 11. 
Bibliographical Computerised Data-Bases in His- 
tory; 111. The Teaching of History and Computing. 
Send proposals for papers and demonstrations by 
January 15, 1989 to: IVe Conference Internationale 
d'Histoire et Informatique, Maison des Pays 
IEriques, Universiti. de Bordeaux 111, Domaine 
Universitaire, F 33405 Talence Cedex (France). Pro- 
posals must be accompanied by an abstract of no more 
than two pages, written either in French or in English. 
It is expected to publish proposals bearing on themes 
I and 11, but proposals bearing on other subjects will be 

accepted after examination by the Program Commit- 
tee, though they will not necessarily be published. 
Proposals for demonstrations must be accompanied by 
a precise description of the necessary hardware. 

May 3-6, 1990: AVISTA'S Fifh Annual Conference, 
on Transportation as Depicted in Medieval Art and 
Literature. See CALL FOR PAPERS in this issue. 

July 2-7, 1990: The next International Congress on 
the Fifteenth Century will be held at the U. of Perpig- 
nan. Suggested session topics include Art; Schools 
and Universities; Oral and Written Literature; The Self 
and the Individual; Daily Life; Court and Culture; The 
Seven Deadly Sins in Art and Literature; Feasts, Fes- 
tivals and the Theater; Voyages and Discoveries; 
Animals in Science, Art and Literature; and Open 
Sessions. Interested participants should send one- 
page, double-spaced abstracts in English, French or 
German to Edelgard E. DuBruck, Dept. of Modem 
Languages, Marygrove Coll., Detroit, MI 48221. 
Abstracts should give name and affiliation or current 
address at top of page and include requests for A-V 
materials. Presentations will be limited strictly to 20 
minutes. Acceptance letters will be sent by September 
1, 1989. ACLS travel grant applications will be due 
March 1,1990. Accepted papers may be submitted for 
consideration for publication in Fifteenth Century 
Studies. 

Events at the Folger Institute: 
Fall 1988 Seminar: Man, God, andCosmos in Italian 
Renaissance Thought, directed by Charles Trinklaus 
(U. of Michigan). 
Evening Colloquium: Medieval and Early Modern 
Religion and Popular CuUure, discussion group 
coordinated by J.B. Collins and J.A.H. Moran (Geor- 
getown U.). , Spring 1989 Seminar: Technologia: Language and 
Technical Knowledge from the Renaissance to the 
Enlightenment, directed by 0. Hannaway (Johns 
Hopkins). 

For further information contact: 
The Folger Shakespeare Library, 201 East Capitol 
Street S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003. O 
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Bibliography of the 
AVlSTA Library 
The AVISTA Library contains books, articles, and un- 
published materials contributed by AVISTA members 
and others. Housed in Magill Library, Haverford 
College, Haverford, Pennsylvania, allpublished items 
and some unpublished material may be obtained 
through inter-library loan. Remaining unpublished 
material may be consulted in Magill library. For a 
complete listing of the collection, consult the previous 
issues of AVISTA FORUM. Members are encouraged to 
make use of the collection and to contribute their 
published works. Direct material to the attention of 
Charles Stegeman, 2 College Circle, Haverford, PA 
19041 (USA). 

PERIODICALS 

AVZSTA FORUM: 2.2 (Spring 1988) 

Medium Aevum Quotidianum: Gesellschaft zur Er- 
forschung der materiellen Kultur des Mittelalters, 
Krems, Austria, Vo1.13 (1988). Contents include four 
papers on medieval food delivered in May 1988 as part 
of the 23rd International Congress in Kalarnazoo, 
Michigan. The session was organized by Terence 
Scully, Dept. of French Language & Literature, 
Wilfrid Laurier U., Waterloo, Ontario. The papers are 
as follows: SCULLY, Terence. Studies in Medieval 
Food, 6-7; FUDGE, John D. Supply and Distribution 
of Foodstuffs in Northern Europe 1450-1500,8-17; 
ZAMBRENO, Mary Frances. The Moral Ambiguity of 
the Medieval Feast, 18-27; PLOUVIER, Liliane. La 
confiserie europe'enne au Moyen Age, 2847.  

Additional contents are as follows: SCH~~PPERT, 
Helga. Review of the exhibition guide: Over wilden 
en narren, boeren en bedelaars. Beeld van de 
andere, vertoog over het zelf, by Paul VANDEN- 
BROECK (Ministerie van de Vlaamse Gemeenschap. 
Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerp 
1987). 50-2; JARITZ, Gerhard. Review of Katrin 
KELLER: Zu materiellen Lebensverhaltnissen 
kleiner gewerblicher Warenproduzenten am Beginn 
der Ubergangsepoche vom Feudalismus zum Kapital- 
ismus (Ende des 15. bis Anfang des 17. J h . W a r -  
gestellt am Beispiel von Leder- und Textilgewerben in 

Medium Aevum Quotidianum: Gesellschaft zur Er- .a 
forschung der materiellen Kultur des Mittelalters, 
Krems, Austria, Vo1.14 (1988). Contents include 
abstracts of papers delivered during a congress, 
Mensch und Objekt im Mittelalter und in der fruhen 
Neuzeit. Leben-Alltug-Kultur. The congress, 
held from 27-30 September 1988, was sponsored by 1 
Medium Aevum Quotidianum and the Institut fur , 
mittelalterliche Realienkunde ~sterreichs der Oster- 
reichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Papers 
and discussions from the congress will be published in 
full towards mid- 1990 in the Veriiffentlichungen des 
Instituts fiir mittelalterliche Realienkunde 0ster- 
reichs. Abstracts published in the present journal are 
as follows: 

MAZZI, Maria Serena (Ferrara). Civilization, Popu- 
lar Culture, Material Life, Daily Life ... Confusions and 
Concepts: The Approach of an Italian Medievalist, 7. 

KLONDER,Andrzej (Warsaw).Geschichtedermater- 
iellen Kultur des Mittelalters und der friihen Neuzeit. 
T h e o r i e d e t h o d e d i l a n z  der Forschung, 8-9. 

PESEZ, Jean Marie (Lyon). L'histoire de la culture 
mate'rielle du Moyen Age. Thtoric~me' thodes4i lan 
des recherches, 10- 1. 

BURKE, Peter (Cambridge). The History of Popular 
Culture of Early Modern Times. Theorq--Methods 
Results of Research, 12. 

SCHINDLER, Norbert (Konstanz). Nachtliche 
Ruhestorung. Hegemoniespiele zwischen Adels- und 
Volkskultur im 16. Jahrhundert, 13-5. 

KLANICZAY, GBbor (Budapest). Daily life and the 
Elites in the Later Middle Ages-the Civilized and the 
Barbarians. 16-7. 

JASTREBIZKAJA, Adel L. (Moscow). Alltag- 
Volkskultur-materielle Kultur aus der Sicht der 
sowjetischen Mediavistik, 18-9. 

McGUIRE, Brian Patrick (Copenhagen). Spiritual 
Life and Material Life in the Middle Ages: A Contra- 
diction?, 20-1. 
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BoGLIONI, Pierre (Montreal). Common People and 
popular Culture by Xlllth-Century Theologians, 
From William of Auvergne to Thomas Aquinas, 22. 

sCRIBNER, Robert (Cambridge). The Impact of the 
Reformation on Daily Life in Germany, 23. 

GoETZ, Hans-Werner (Bochum). Geschichte des 
mittelalterlichen Alltags. Theor ide thoden -B i -  
lanz der Forschung, 24-9. 

SOSSON, Jean-Pierre (Bmxelles). Les images et la 
culture mate'rielle au bas Moyen Age, 30-1. 

PIPONNIER, Franqoise (Paris). Le costume et la 
mode au Moyen Age, 32. 

JANSSEN, Hans Louis (Utrecht). Medieval Material 
Culture and the Problem of the Historical Interpreta- 
tion of Archaeological Evidence: The Example of the 
Town of 's-Hertogenbosch, 33-4. 

Two abstracts by Ulf DIRLMEIER (Siegen) and 
Robert DELORT (Paris/Genf) were not included. Vol. 
14 also contains two reviews of potential interest to 
AVISTA FORUM readers: 

MiiLLER, Albert (Salzburg-Vienna). Review of: 
Hoxter um 1500. Analyse einer Stadtgesellschaft, 
by Heinrich RiiTHING. Studien und Quellen zur 
westfalischen Geschichte 22. (Paderbom, 1986,490 
pp.). 3640.  

RATH, Brigitte (Vienna). Review of: Holy Feast and 
Holy Fast. The Religious Significance of Food to 
Medieval Women, by Caroline Walker BYNUM 
(Berkeleyhs AngelesILondon: U. of Cal. Pr., 1987, 
444 pp., 30 ills.). 41-5. 

ARTICLES AND ESSAYS 

BARNES, Carl F., Jr. and Lon R. SHELBY. The 
Codicology of the Portfolio of Villard de Honnecourt 
(Paris, BibliothPque nationale, MS Fr.19093). Scrip- 
torium 42.1 (1988): 20-48,4 pls. 

BONKALO, Ervin. Architecture: Oh, Those Hospi- 
tals ... City Magazine (Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada) 
9.3 (Fall 1987): 3 3 4 .  

. Review submitted of his book: Three Centu- 
ries: The 18th' 19th and 20th: A Student's Guide. 
2 vols. (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970. 
128 pp., ills.) By Arthur HABERMAN, in: The 
History and Social Science .Teacher 1 1.2 (197-): 
48-50. 

CHRISTENSEN, Stephen. European-Ottoman Mili- 
tary Acculturation in the Late Middle Ages, in: War 
and Peace in the Middle Ages, ed. Brian Patrick 
McGuire (Kebenhavn: C.A. Reitzels Forlag, 1987). 
227-5 1. See REVIEW in this issue. 

. The Image of Europe in Anglo-German Travel 
Literature, in: Voyager a la Renaissance. Actes du 
Colloque de Tours, 30 juin-13 juillet 1983, ed. Jean 
Ceard and Jean-Claude Margolin (Paris: Maisonneuve 
et Larose, 1987). 257-80. 

. Europa som Slagord, in: Europas opdagelse. 
Historien om en idC, ed. Hans Boll-Johansen and 
Michael Harbsmeier (Kebenhavn: Christian Ejlers' 
Forlag, 1988). 61-8 1. 

Written in Danish, this article addresses 'Europe' as 
political catchword, especially in the 15th century. 
The book itself, whose title in English would be The 
Discovery of Europa, was a joint project of the 
fellows at The Center for Research in the Humanities 
of the University of Copenhagen. The authors ap- 
proach the idea of 'Europe' and its uses from numer- 
ous viewpoints, including among others assyriology, 
European archaeology, and the concept of Middle 
Europe. - E d .  

DENEL, Serim. Easternmost Medieval: Transforma- 
tion of Construction Techniques and Materials in 
Anatolian Seljukid Architecturdonya-Aksaray 
Sultanhan Caravansarai (1229). Paper presented 5 
May 1988 in the A VISTA session: From the Ground 
Up: Building Technology in the Middle Ages. 23rd 
International Congress on Medieval Studies, Kalama- 
zoo, Michigan, 5-8 May 1988. 14 pp., 24 ills. 

KUNTZ, Paul Grimley. Process Philosophy: Postel, 
Sarpi, and Whitehead, in: Postello, Venezia e il suo 
mondo, ed. Marion Leathers Kuntz. Civiliti Ven- 
eziana, Saggi 36. Firenze: Leo S. Olschki Editore, 
1988. 341-55. 
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LONG, Pamela 0. Humanism and Science, in: Ren- 
aissance Humanism. Foundations, Forms, and 
Legacy, ed. Albert Rabil, Jr., 3 vols. (Philadelphia: U. 
of Pennsylvania Pr., 1988). 3: 486-5 12. 

MORALEJO, Serafin. Artistas, Patronos y Publico en 
el Arte del Camino de Santiago. Compostellanum 
30.34  (1985): 395430. 

. Modelo, copia y originalidad, en el marco de 
las relaciones artisticas hispano-francesas (siglos 
XI-XIII). Ve Congres Espanyol d'Historia de I'Art. 
Barcelona, 29 d'octubre a1 3 de novembre de 1984. 
Volum I, subsecci6n segunda, 89-1 15 (includes foot- 
notes, illustrations, and discussion). 

PUENTE, Jose' A. La Catedral Gotica de Santiago de 
Compostela: Un Proyecto Frustrado de D. Juan Arias 
(1 238-1 266). Compostellanum 30.34  (1985): 
245-75, includes 19 ills., 8 plans. 

BOOKS 

FRAGO GRACIA, J U ~  A. and JOSC A. GARC~A- 
DIEGO. Un autor aragones para 'Los veintiun 
libros de 10s ingenios y de las maquinas.' Colecci6n 
Estudios y Monografias, 7. Zaragoza: Diputacidn 
General de Aragbn, D.L., 1988. 147 pp., 6 plates, 18 
figures, with English summary. 

GARC~A-DIEGO, JosC A. and Nicolis GARC~A 
TAPIA. Vida y Tecnica en el Renacimiento, Ma- 
nuscrito de Francisco Lobato, vecino de Medina del 
Campo. Biblioteca de Castilla y Le6n, Serie Historia, 
N0.5. Valladolid: Universidad. Secretariado de Pub- 
licaciones, D.L., 1987. 133 pp., ill. 

G E R ~ ~ ,  LBsz16. Gothic Houses in Buda. Transl. 
Susanna Horn. Budapest: Corvina Pr., 1966. 48 pp., 
40 ills., bibliography on east-European medieval 
architecture, 4&7. 9 

Annual Business 
Meeting of A VISTA 
Summary of Minutes 
6 May 1988, Kalamazoo, Michigan 

The third annual meeting of the General Assembly and 
the fourth annual meeting of the Board of Directors 
were held consecutively on May 6,1988, commencing 
at 5: 15 P.M., at the 23rd International Congress of the 
Medieval Institute of Western Michigan University, 
Kalamazoo, Michigan. Charles Stegeman, President, 
presided over the meetings, and Marie-ThCrkse Zen- 
ner, Secretary, recorded the minutes. 

The President explained that the first order of busi- 
ness was to elect four officers and two directors for a 
three year term. One director's position had been left 
vacant by the deeply regretted death of Lynn White, 
Jr., on 30 March 1987. As Charles M. Radding, 
Chairman of the Nominating Committee, was not 
present, the election could not be held, and the Presi- 
dent announced that this election would be handled at 
a future time. 

The President called for a volunteer to serve as the 
1989 Chairman of the Nominating Committee, as five 
board positions and the terms of two officers will 
expire in May, 1989. Vivian Paul motioned that 
William W. Clark be nominated in absentia. The 
President seconded the motion. 

The President announced that Carl F. Barnes, Jr., 
had offered to organize and chair two sessions on 
Villard de Honnecourt at Kalamazoo in 1989. The 
Secretary agreed to submit this request to the Medieval 
Institute and to advertise a cali for papers in the 
appropriate journals. The President called for sugges- 
tions of topics for Kalamazoo in May, 1990. Vivian 
Paul suggested that the 1990 topic be on transporta- 
tion, including such possibilities as trade routes, tem- 
plars, road construction, tolls, moving goods and 
ideas. The Secretary motioned that Barbara M. Kreutz 
be asked to organize the 1990 AVISTA session. Vivian 
Paul suggested the following additional topics to be 
considered for the future: materials and methods; the 
making of stained glass; daily life; confrontations, 
contacts, and exchanges with East and West; banking 
("gold & silver" or "of gold and greed," which would 
include alchemy). 

The President announced that an editorial board 
would be formed over the summer to assume the work 



done by the sole editor, Pamela 0. Long. It 
suggested that the editorial board could advertise 

,,quests for Notes & Queries in journals of societies 
such as The Society for Architectural Historians, 
American Oriental Association, American Institute of 
~rchaeology, and in journals such as Speculum and 
Gcsra. 

Vivian Paul suggested that AVISTA members be sur- 
veyed in order to circulate a general list of photographs 
in the private collection of members, which could be of 
use to others, thereby aiding in reducing the extraordi- 
nary cost involved in obtaining photographs from 

outside sources for the purpose of illustrating scholarly 
articles. It was also suggested that members with 
access to non-English bodies of literature contribute - 
summaries or reviews of work being done abroad. For 
example, Gerhard Jaritz was asked to write about 
articles written in Czech, etc., and Serim Denel offered 
to contact members of the Technical Institute in Is- 
tanbul, regarding AVISTA. 

Vivian Paul suggested that future business meetings 
be held at an earlier time, preferably during the lunch 
hour. There being no further business, the President 
adjourned the meeting at 6:30 P.M. 9 

Join AVISTA 

h 

I Membership application - includes subscription to AVISTA FORUM. I 
I I 

The deadline for the Spring 1989 issue is March 1,1989.  
Please send your contributions to the appropriate editors, or to the Editor-in-Chief. 

Editor-in-Chief Michael T. Davis, 233 Mosier Street South, Hadley, MA 01075 

Article Reviews 
(Science & Technology) Pamela 0. Long, 3100 Connecticut Avenue NW, Apt. 137, 

Washington, DC 20008 

I Name: I 
I I 

(Art & Architecture) Carl F. Barnes, Jr., Center for the Arts, 23 1 Varner Hall, 
Oakland University, Rochester, MI 48063 

Notes & Queries George Ovitt, Department of Humanities, Drexel University, 
Philadelphia, PA 19104 

News, Papers, Activities Carol L. Neuman de Vegvar, Fine Arts Department, Ohio Wesleyan 
University Delaware, OH 430 15 

( Address: I 

! Send check made out to AVISTA. Inc. to Charles Stegeman, 2 College Circle, Haverjord, PA 19041. 1 
I 

Individual members: $15 per year. Past issues of AVISTA FORUM available at I 
I Libraries and institutions: $25 per year. $3.00 to members and $6.00 to non-members I 
I Students and unemployed: $10 per year. and institutions. I 
L---,,,-,-,--,,-,,---,----------- A 
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